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SJSU club reaches out
Vietnamese help homeless, teach students
64

By Nora Profit Ross
Spartan Daily Stall Writer

PHOTO BY ANDY BARRON SPARTAN DAILY

Ha Dinh, left, and Hung Phan, a team from Foothill Colloge in favor of couples
living together before marriage, pay close attention to their opponent during
the debate.

One of the best kept
secrets on campus is the
San Jose State University
Vietnamese Student Association. The club boasts 300
members, a full-scale community outreach program,
college-level
language
classes, sports activities, a
12-page newsletter, and a
host of other ongoing, well
attended programs.

Joanne
Nguyen, the
club’s vice president and
SJSU broadcast journalism
major, said Marilyn Charell,
president-elect
of
Associated Students, honored the club by calling it,
"a role model for other student organizations on campus."
The term "role model"
may be an understatement
for
the
eight-year-old
Vietnamese
Student

Pie m

The San Jose State University Vietnamese Student Association held
its third annual Vietnamese Day on April 15 in the Student Union.
Debates between student teams from various colleges and universities over issues of concern in the Vietnamese community have
become somewhat of a tradition at the annual event. One of the

Round table discusses proposal
for new treatment of diversity
Six SJSU leaders talk about how campus can overcome divisive issues
of ethnicity, racism, sexism, homophobia
By Larry Lee

Spartan Daily Staff Writer

San Jose State University’s
Senate
recently
Academic
approved a seven-point proposal to address cultural diversity
at SJSU.
The proposal will increase
campus awareness of diversity
training,
faculty
through
improved student advising and
orientation. Furthermore, two
underrequirements global
standing and equality in the
might be added
United States
to upper division general education.

The proposal, recommended
by the University Curriculum
Committee
and
Research
(UC&RC), has been trying to
address cultural diversity at
SJSU since 1993.
The committee recommended
a task force that suggested
requiring an ethnic studies
graduation requirement for all
SJSU students. The Senate
strongly advised the UC&RC to
revise the recommendations to
address more than race.
The UC&RC then changed the
recommendations and came up
with the current seven-point

Dear Reader
We at the Spartan Daily consider the issue of ethnic studies important to the campus community.
How can we learn to communicate with each other
to hear what is being said? How can we learn to
empathize with each other to understand what is
being felt?
To help the campus community learn about ethnic studies, the pros and cons of different proposals, we are presenting today on pages six and
seven, a round-table discussion by campus representatives.
Joanne Griffith Domingue
Spartan Daily Executive Editor

BY ANPY BARR( IN SPARTAN DAILY

debates was, "Do you agree or disagree that two people should live
together as a period of trying to understand each other better before
they officially get married?" Among the audience w:i Yen Ngo, from
UC Davis. who had the opportunity to voice her c:cver the dJference between men and women.

proposal.
Because of the importance of
this issue, The Spartan Daily
organized a round-table discussion on April 7, before the proposal was approved, featuring
six people representing different voices on campus: Dwayne
Hearn, communications graduate student; Randall Jimenez,
Mexican-American studies profe :sor; Ray Lou, associate vice
president of undergraduate
studies;
Nicole
Padellan,
African-American
studies
senior;
Polatnick,
Rivka
women’s studies professor;
Wiggsy Sivertsen, professor in
counseling services and faculty
adviser for the gay and lesbian
alliance.
Bob Rucker, coordinator of
the radio and television journalism program served as the
group’s moderator and devil’s
advocate.
Larry
professor
History
Engelmann and political science
professor Roy Young were invited but were unable to attend.
This discussion was transcribed
and then edited for clarity and
length.

-

We used to have Vietnamese
language classes here on
campus.. .but because of budget cuts,
those classes were eliminated.
Minh Huynh
VIelnenn-Ao. %indent Asmx Winn nn-snIrni
611

Association (VSA). The
club, which started as a
way for Vietnamese students to interact in a
friendly, cultural environment, grew to include services and activities the
club said are needed by the
community.
"We think serving the
community is an important
duty," said Minh Huynh,
the club’s president and
SJSU senior biology major.
"We conduct several annual food and clothing drives
for the homeless; we also
tutor at a local high school.
These are only a few of the
things we do."
Yerba Buena High
School is the recipient of
VSA’s tutoring outreach.
Several members donate
their time to regularly tutor
the students. "We tutor
them in reading and math
skills, and tell them what
they need to get into college," Huynh said.
Yerba Buena High School
students are primarily
minority, with a large
Hispanic and Asian population, Huynh said.
VSA’s mandate to serve
the
community
goes
beyond the tutoring of high
school students. One of
their most ambitious projects is the creation of two

Vietnamese
language
courses.
"We used to have
Vietnamese language classes here on campus as part
of the curriculum, but
because of budget cuts,
those classes were eliminated. We felt they were
necessary, so we started
our own," Vice President
Nguyen said.
Last semester, at the
prompting of Huynh, Huy
Nguyen, a recent SJSU graduate with a bachelor of science degree in computer
engineering, agreed to
teach a Vietnamese language course. When the
class opened last semester,
more than 50 students, not
all Vietnamese, enrolled.
The unexpected turnout
resulted in the creation of
two classes: beginning and
intermediate.
The classes are patterned after those taught
by SJSU faculty in the past.
Uyen Sharpe, an SJSU graduate student who is not a
member of VSA, attends
the intermediate language
course.
"I took the beginning
course last semester. It was
very good." she said.
"Language has a lot to do
with culture. It determines
See VSA page 4

Unabomber ’off the deep end,
FBI says about latest explosion
Bomber mailed 3 letters prior to Sacramento bombing that killed
man; 2 letters sent to victims of prior attacks, 1 to NY Times
66

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) The
cool and meticulous Unabomber, who has attacked without warning during 17 years of
terror, wrote letters this time
around that indicate he’s unraveling, federal sources said
Tuesday.
"He made some demands,"
said one highly placed investigator. "But there were words
crossed out, it was very shaky.
He’s off the deep end."
Three typewritten letters
were mailed Thursday, before
the latest fatal bombing. Two
were sent to previous bombing
victims, the source said, and
one to The New York Times.
All were apparently received
the
day
the
Monday.
Unabomber’s latest device killed
Gilbert B. Murray, a lobbyist for
the timber industry in California,
as he opened the package in his
Sacramento office.
Murray, president of the
California Forestry Association,
was the third person killed in 16
attacks attributed to the
Unabomber since 1978. Twentythree people have been injured.

He’s describing his actions and motives for
the first time in 17 years.
t,,,o

Jim Freeman
FRI In tien Fran,

o
19

Only once before has the
bomber written a letter in
June 1993 to The New York
Times in which he claimed to be
part of a group and espoused an
anarchistic philosophy. Agents
said, however, that they doubt
he belongs to a group and
called the Times letter a "trial
balloon."
The federal source told The
Associated Press that the latest
letters partly reflect environmental demands, but he added,
"they are so bizarre it’s really
difficult to tell."
The letters didn’t mention the
Oklahoma City bombing, the
source said, "but I think that’s
what set him off."
Jim Freeman, head of the FBI
in San Francisco, said the letters
and the bomb were all apparently sent from Oakland. He said

1616.4.11.411adohaallearabtamaIrWarlais...........-

the FBI hoped to release some
of the contents on Wednesday.
"He’s describing his actions
and motives for the first time in
17 years." Freeman said.
Freeman said the Unabomber
authenticates his letters with a
nine-digit code that appears to
be a phony social security number.
A San Francisco-based task
force of FBI, Postal Service and
Treasury Department investigators was expecting a bombing
before summer, another source
said. All attacks except one in
the last decade have come in
pairs.
In Sacramento, investigators
were still examining the latest
bombing site and even Murray’s
body looking for clues. Freeman
said Murray’s autopsy could
take two more days.
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A Personal View

Showing a future to daughters
Thursday is "Take Our
Campbell, 55-years-old, a junior
Daughters To Work" Day. The
majoring in psychology. Campbell
women at the Ms. Foundation
married at 17, raised four sons
started this day in 1992 as a way
and now has four grandchildren.
to give our daughters a glimpse
Her husband won’t pay for
into the workplace future.
school, so she does ironing to
I’m bringing my 19-year-old
fund her courses.
daughter, Betsy, to work with me
"I’ve earned it, and I deserve
to the Spartan Daily. I’m executive
it," she said of the college educaeditor of the Daily, but I am also a
tion she is getting at SJSU.
"For the first time I feel really
student. For me this semester.
Joanne Griffith
validated," she said.
work and school have merged.
Domingue
When I bring my daughter on
I’m hoping Betsy and I will
Thursday, I hope she sees SJSU as a place of poshave a chance to say "hi" to some students I met
last semester when I was a reporter for the Daily. sibilities.
Laurie Becker, a 38-year-old senior majoring
Not every woman has her eye on a career
when she graduates from high school. SJSU is
in nutrition, wants to be a registered dietitian.
here and ready for students when they’re
Becker finished her senior year of high school
ready, at any age.
married. Then she stayed home to raise her two
I hope she’ll picture SJSU as a place that
daughters.
"I felt like a caged animal," she said. She came teaches skills, at any point in a person’s life,
which can lead to a better job.
back to school and now sees her story as a positive one for women who feel stuck.
And SJSU is a place students can afford. Here
it’s possible to put yourself through school, with"My girls used to say, ’I’m not going to colout first winning the lottery.
lege.’ Now they say, ’when I go to college.’"
SJSU offers hope to women, and it keeps the
For Becker San Jose State is a place for a secpromise of a future for them.
ond chance, a place where she can work toward
Here women can find a place of their own.
her career goals even after years of being at
And from here women can build a life of their
home.
own.
I hope Betsy and I see Linn Pillsbury, too.
Last year, more than 30 million adults and
She’s 45-years-old, a senior majoring in industrial
technology. Pillsbury has worked most of her
daughters became a part of "Take Our Daughters
adult life at Hewlett-Packard, without a college
to Work" Day. I’m looking forward to sharing
degree. One day she was replaced by someone
SJSU with my daughter.
with an MBA.
"I needed a degree because what I was doing
Joanne Griffith Domingue
was going away," Pillsbury said.
is the Spartan Daily
So she came back to school. She still works
Executive Editor.
full time at HP. At night she takes six units each
Her column appears
semester. For her, SJSU is a place she can learn
every Wednesday.
skills that will help with job advancement.
Another student I hope we see is Babbette

Letters to the Edito

1Mr. Day doesn’t need to be fired
Dear Editor,
Am I the only one distressed
by the university’s handling of
the Michael Day affair? Am I the
only one who thinks that arresting the man was an extreme gesture? I doubt it .
From what the newspapers
tell us, Mr. Day, an evaluator for
Admissions and Records, was
involved an an altercation with
an aggressive African-American
student. Heated words were
exchanged, there was profanity
from both parties, and then Mr.
Day used a racial epithet.

I deplore Mr. Day’s lapse in
judgment and his lack of self
control. He was, after all, a representative of the university.
The man owes an abject apology to the campus in general and
to African-American students,
faculty and staff in particular.
And I believe that the university
itself also owes an apology to
reaffirm that, individually and
institutionally, we deplore intolerance.
But should one explosion of
anger, especially from a person
who by report had compiled a
fine record, be a cause for

arrest? Should a person lose his
job (an eventuality most people
seem to take for granted)?
Should someone, in effect, have
his life ruined?
I think not.
If we are going to play that
kind of hardball and also be
evenhanded, then the university should also consider
expelling the Black Student
Union members who behaved
so badly during their recent
meeting with President Caret.
Scott Rice
Professor of English
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Writer’s Forum

Hyping athletes could be dangerous
While driving home the other
award.
day, I passed a billboard advertisIn the NBA, Hill’s popularity
ing a new line of basketball shoes.
has skyrocketed so high, the
The billboard showed a new
rookie was the No. 1 fan vote-getpair of Filas with a caption that
ter among all NBA players for the
read "Where Grant Hill got his
league’s All-Star game.
start."
In the April edition of GQ, Hill
I’ve seen him in Sprite commerwas ranked as the second most
cials telling people to obey their
influential person in sports.
thirsts, and telling GMC truck fans
But it has been Hill’s excepLarry Lee
about the strength of experience
tional upbringing that has probaThen the last straw finally hit me. I was stand- bly helped his stock rise more than anything.
ing in a grocery store and saw Hill on the cover
His father, Calvin Hill, was a great running
of Gentleman Quarterly and the headline read,
back in the NFL after graduating from Yale
"Can Grant Hill Save Sports?"
University. His mother, Janet Hill, went to school
Curious what this story was going to say, I
with the first lady before owning her own conturned to the reference page, and saw the
sulting firm in Washington, D.C..
spread.
Growing up in such a nice environment, it’s a
"The Savior." This was the headline of the
lot easier to be genuinely a really nice guy.
story, showing how Grant Hill is this mystical
Sure, Hill has put money into youth programs
person who can fit in with everyone.
in Detroit. No.I pick Glenn Robinson has also
But why must we rely on this 22-year-old
done so in his home town of Gary, Indiana.
rookie to save sports?
Believe it or not, No. 2 pick Jason Kidd did the
We all know the problems baseball and hocksame thing in Dallas.
ey have had, but to ask one person, an excepBy no means am I trying to discredit this taltional person at that, to save an institution such
ented player and probably really nice person.
as sports, is ridiculous.
But the media have this uncanny ability to hype
When looking at Grant Hill, one must see that
up these kids and make their images larger than
he is more of the exception than the norm.
life.
Drafted by the Detroit Pistons with the third
If we didn’t put the morality of these athletes
overall pick in the NBA draft, Hill is no stranger
in the hands of the world, sports might not be in
to professional sports and the ins and outs of
the horrible shape it is in now.
athletic success.
All we are doing is setting these kids up for a
Hill went to Duke University where, in four
fall that might be too hard for them to take.
years, he was a part of two NCAA
Championships and three final-four teams.
Larry Lee is a
He was a perennial All-American and a finalist
Spartan Daily
for college basketball’s 1994 Player of the Year
Staff Writer

Ethnic communities embitter racial tensions Opinion page
poverty, and equal opportunity, All this is just to support giving
Editor,

Dear

When I entered this university two years ago, I was pleased
to find such a wide diversity of
students on campus. Over time
and casual observation though,
I noticed subtle indications of
balkanization among the ethnic
groups on campus.
The word balkanization may
be a little harsh to use as it
implies hostile conflict among
groups, but I see it as a growing
reality as ethnic divisions get
stronger. Many races on campus as well as in society consider themselves to be in a "cornmunity" (i.e. African-American
community, Hispanic community, etc.).
Don’t get me wrong here, I
am not against the idea of a
union of people who share cornmon backgrounds or beliefs.
What I do see is the growing
collectivism that separates
them from the general public,
This phenomenon creates
stereotypes, promotes racial
divisions, and is counterproductive to the fight against racism,
Members of ethnic groups
see their problems as unique
and separate to those of the
general public. Unemployment,

may be some of the things that a
group identifies as "their" prob.
lems.
The result is that a greater
share of society’s resources are
demanded for solving these
problems. By resources, I mean
things such as laws, as well as
more financial support.
We have all sorts of members of society who identify
with a particular group, asking
for a greater share of (or more
rights to) the resources of society. In effect, they wind up cornpeting with each other for
shares of society’s "pie". Rights
are construed to be shares of a
limited pool of rights, instead of
being applicable to all.
Many times, it is argued that
special laws are needed to
"level the playing field," "ensure
equality," or to make up for past
Unfortunately,
oppressions.
these laws tend to favor one
group over another.
It is proclaimed that minorities are all disadvantaged and
need special help to compete in
a competitive society. It is also
proclaimed that if one individual is discriminated against,
their "community" has also
been victimized as a result of it.

more rights to one group as
opposed to equal rights for all.
Every one of these arguments looks past a simple and
obvious fact, that individual
rights should apply to all in
society. Problems faced by one
group of minorities are not
exclusive to that particular
group.
Instead, they are problems
faced by many people in many
making the
different groups
problems America’s problems.
In essence, true rights belong to
every individual and not a specific group.
The idealistic goal of society
is to have no discrimination on
the basis of race, color, creed,
religion, sex or sexual preference. This will never be attained
If minorities continue to separate and stereotype themselves
as oppressed, and if laws exist
that favor one group over
another. This will only be
attained if there are laws that
guarantee equality and equal
protection for all in society.
Aaron Marshall
Sophomore
Business

KSJS’ problems are nothing new
Dear Editor,
To my knowledge, KSJS has
always been a WASI’iness baslion in a WASP institution,
My video program "The City
Downtown" which aired and
died in 1989, a program dedicated to the inner city, was
killed after four airings when I

was critical of a then prominent
city politician.
I was then subjected to
claims of unprofessionalism (I
never claimed to be professional, just effective) and of biting
the hand that fed me (I never
wanted to be hand-fed).
With no hearings, reprieves,
or appeals I was jerked off the

air, my freedom of speech totally abrogated as the tribunal of
Dr. Fullerton, Dr. Burger, and J.
Handel Evens merged on KSJS.
It has been years now, and
I’m glad to see things coming to
a head.
J. Martin Nysted
Alumnus
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policies

Spartan Daily
Editorial

"If all mankind minus one, were of one
opinion, and only one person were of the
contrary opinion, mankind would be no
more justified in silencing that one person,
than he, if he had the power, would be justified in silencing mankind."
John Stuart Mill,
"On Liberty" (1850)
The representation of a broad range of
opinions is important to a democracy. The
Spartan Daily is committed to sharing
those opinions with the community.
Spartan Daily readers may express themselves on the Opinion page with a Letter to
the Editor or Campus Viewpoint.
A Letter to the Editor is a 200-word
response to an issue or point of view that
has appeared in the Spartan Daily. Campus
Viewpoint is a 300- to 500-word essay (two
double spaced pages) on current campus,
political or personal issues.
Submissions become the property of the
Spartan Daily and may be edited for clarity,
grammar, libel and length. Submissions
must contain the author’s name, address,
phone number, signature and major.
Submissions must be typed or submitted
on a 3.5" disk using Microsoft Word on the
Macintosh. Always provide a printout of
the piece.
Submissions may be put in the Letters to
the Editor box at the Spartan Daily office in
Dwight Bentel Hall room 209, sent by fax to
(408) 924-3237 or mailed to the Spartan
Daily Forum Editor, School of Journalism
and Mass Communications, San Jose State
University, One Washington Square, San
Jose, CA, 95192-0149.
Editorials are written by, and are the consensus of the Spartan Daily editors, not the
staff.
Published opinions do not necessarily
reflect the views of the Spartan Daily, the
School
of
Journalism
and
Mass
Communications or SJSU.
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Sacramento team returns
from Oklahoma bombing

Sparta Guide

Members of the search and rescue team find 6-day
experience ’tearful’ and ’tougher than expected’

Weekly Calendar

Ty
AIKIDO Club

Weapons Training - bring your
Bo (staff) & Bokkens (wooden
swords) & come join us for
practice!
2:30p.m.-4p.m.
Spartan Complex West, 202.
Call 259-6816.

Amnesty International

First Organizational Meeting
to Protect Human Rights
2p.m.-3p.m. Student Union,
Almaden Rm. Call 224-7845.

Buhver-Lytton English
Society
Weekly Meeting 12:30p.m.
Faculty Offices Bldg., Rm 104.
Call 923-7189.

Career Planning & Placement

Overseas Options Day 1 la.m.2p.m. Outside Student Union.
Call 924-6033.

Circulo Hispanico

Meeting 11:30a.m.-12:30p.m.
Student Union, Montalvo Rm.

Delta Zeta Sorority

Delta Zeta Turtle Bowl
12noon-5p.m. South Campus
Track. Call 279-9031.

Golden Key National Honor
Society

Executive Council Meeting
12:30p.m. Student Union,
Costanoan Rm. Call 924-3508.

International Center

Overseas
Options
Day
Outside
1 la.m.-2:30p.m.
Student Union. Call 924-6571.

Kaleidoscope Marketing
Group

Smythe presents The Ultimate
Study Break 10a.mAp.m. Art
Quad. Call 415-941-8608.

library Donations & Sales Unit

Ongoing Book Sale 10a.m.2p.m. Wahlquist North, 408.
& Sales
Unit.
Donations
Call 924-2705.

Model United Nations Club

College Republicans

Club Meeting & Simulation
3:30p.m. Business Classrooms,
Rm. 219. Call 927-8255.

Meeting 4:30p.m. Student
Union, Montalvo Room
Call 510-786-3947.

Pep Center - University
Housing Services

Delta Zeta Sorority

Getting the Facts about Date
Rape 8:30p.m. Mouldel Hall
Formal Lounge. Call 924-8296.

Pilipino Engineering &
Science Organization

General Meeting - new members
welcome
2:30p.m.
Student Union, Costanoan Rm.
Call 262-6637.

Re-entry Advisory Program

Taking
Test
Skills
12noon-1:30p.m.
Student
Union,
Pacheco
Rm.
Call 924-5930.

School of Art & Design
Monet: The Painter and his
Friends 7p.m.-13:30p.m. Engineering Bldg., Room 189.
Call 924-4335.

SME Water Rocket Design
& Blast -Off Contest

Open to all students - Design
a 2-liter bottle rocket. $5
to enter. Cash and prizes!
11 :30a.m.-1:30 p.m.
Tower
Lawn. Call 924-3227.

Thursday
Alcoholics Anonymous
Step Meeting 12:10p.m.-1p.m.
Administration, 269.

Campus Crusade for Christ

Night Life Meeting 8p.m.
Student Union, Almaden Rm.
Call 294-4249.

Delta Zeta Turtle Bowl
12noon-5p.m. South Campus
Track. Call 279-9031

Disabled Students
Association
General Meeting - open to the
public lp.m.-2p.m. Student
Rm.
Guadalupe
Union,
Call 241-2507.

GALA
Meeting 3:30p.m. Student
Union, Guadalupe Room.
Call 261-9880, ext. 4252.

Listening Hour
SJSU Art Song Repertoire
Singers: Music of Debussy
12:30p.m.-1:15p.m. Music Bldg.
Call 924-4631.

Meteorology Dept.

Seminar: "Numerical Simulations of Urban Effects on
Phoenix Area Wind Flow
Patterns" 12noon Duncan Hall,
Rm. 615. Call 924-5200.

SJSU Theatre Arts Dept.

Excerpts from upcoming production of "As You Like It"
Student
Union
1 p.m.
Amphitheater. Call 924-4551.

5partan Spectrum
Dance Team
Auditions - those chosen will
perform with the Spartan
Marching Band during the
fall ’95 semester 7:30p.m.
Washington Square Hall, Rm.
106. Call 924-4643.

Chicanos/Latinos in Health
Education

Guest Speaker Dr. James Cruz
Union,
Student
5:30p.m.
Room.
Guadalupe
Call 226-2219.

Sparta Guide is Peel. and available to students, faculty 8 staff associations Deadline is 5prn two days before publication
at DBH 209 Entries may be edited to allow for space restrictions.

Forms available

TRAVIS AIR FORCE BASE,
Calif. (AP) - Pulling bodies
from the rubble of the
Oklahoma City federal building
was a tearful, tougher-thanexpected experience, members
of a special search and rescue
team said Tuesday.
"It’s very emotional. It’s very
stressful," said Rick Martinez, a
task force chief of the
Sacramento Urban Search and
Rescue Task Force.
The 63-member team spent
six days searching for victims of
the terrorist bomb blast that
pulverized the Oklahoma City
federal building. They returned
Tuesday to California, bitterly
disappointed that they were
unable to find any survivors.
"We felt that we just failed in
our mission," Martinez said in
an interview. "It’s overwhelming."
The Sacramento group is one
of eight California task forces
formed after the 1989 Loma
Prieta earthquake, which killed
63 people and caused $5.9 billion in damage in the San
Francisco Bay area. The teams,
composed of firefighters, physicians, search dog handlers and

specialists in structures, logistics and communications, were
trained to search for people
caught in collapsed buildings.
Two other USAR teams - one
from Los Angeles County and
the other from Menlo Park
south of San Francisco - are
still in Oklahoma City.
Martinez said team members
recognized it was important to
find blast victims even though
they hadn’t survived, to bring
closure to their friends and relatives.
But, he added, "We really,
really wanted to bring out a survivor."
He said that at one point,
team members thought they
had found someone alive in the
rubble.
"The adrenaline was flowing,"
he said. "We actually stayed on
the job longer than we were
supposed to, but it did not work
out.
"When it does not work out,
you are in a real valley."
"I think we have all cried," he
said. "We felt a lot of frustration,
and we all cried a lot."
Another
team
member,
Michael Bartley, said he also

took part in rescue efforts following the 1994 Northridge
earthquake. That experience
was easier because the team
found a number of survivors, he
said.
"This was different from
that," he said. "(It was) very
demoralizing."
He said he didn’t know exactly how many dead victims the
team pulled from the building,
but the count was in the "high
teens," including some children
from the building’s day care
center.
"Even though we were unable
to find survivors, at least when
we found a victim it gave some
closure to the families," he said.
Task force member Mike Fujii
said rescuers worked 12-hour
shifts, then spent two hours
preparing their equipment for
the next day’s search. Task
force members were housed in
a telephone company building,
sleeping on cots, he added.
After a shift, task force members would "take a shower,
relax for a couple of hours, go
to sleep and do it all over
again." Fniii said.

Bombing causes review of TV shows
LOS ANGELES (AP) - All My
Children" aired a disclaimer and
"Melrose Place" is skittishly
reviewing its season finale
because of bomb storylines rendisturbing by the
dered
Oklahoma tragedy.
On ABC’s daytime serial, a
demented Janet Green (played
by Robin Mattson) is seen this
week plotting to plant a bomb at
the wedding of Trevor and
Laurel (James Kiberd and
Felicity LaFortune).

federal building bombing in
Oklahoma City on April 19. The
Fox drama’s finale was filmed
from March 24-April 12, Fox
said.
"We are sensitive to one
aspect in the plot of the
’Melrose Place’ season finale
because of a single coincidence
with those real-life events," Fcx
and series producer Spelling
Television said in a statement
Tuesday.

The two-hour May 22 episode
of Fox Broadcasting Co.’s
"Melrose Place" reportedly
includes a bombing at the Los
Angeles apartment complex that
is home to its main characters.
The attack by a vengeful
Kimberly (Marcia Cross) was
planned as a series cliffhanger
that leaves uncertain who survived.
Both the "All My Children"
and "Melrose Place" stories
were written before the deadly

California’s utility consumer advocate
resigns, says rates worse than ever
Audrie Krause says PUC protects utlities, not customers
66

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) Things are getting worse for
California ratepayers, says the
state’s most prominent utility
consumer advocate, who is
stepping aside after six years.
"The political climate’s certainly more anti-consumer than
it was, and it wasn’t very friendly when I first arrived," Audrie
Krause said Tuesday, a day after
announcing her resignation as
executive director of Toward
Utility Rate Normalization.
"I think it reflects an attitude
on the part of the (Public
Utilities) Commission that they
seem to perceive their job to be
to protect utilities and their
shareholders more than the utilities’ customers and competitors."
Among the threats ratepayers
now face, she said, is the possibility of being forced to pay for
utilities’ unprofitable investments in nuclear power plants
as a part of the PUC’s planned
deregulation of the electric
industry.
Krause, 47, a former Fresno
Bee reporter, has clashed
repeatedly with the commission
and utilities as TURN’s chief of
staff since succeeding its retiring founder, Sylvia Siegel, in
1989. The San Francisco-based
organization has a dues-paying
membership of 30,000 and says
it speaks mainly for the state’s
residential and small-business
utility ratepayers.
Throughout Krause’s tenure,
the PUC’s five members have
been appointees of Republican
governors. But Krause said
she’s seen some changes for the
worse.
"They have so clearly moved
away from conducting business
in public and (become) an
agency that prefers to conduct

I wish I could say it would only take a
change in governorship to make things
better.
Audrie Krause
former movutive director of Inward Utility Rate Normalization

its business behind closed
doors," she said. TURN sponsored a bill last year that would
have restricted PUC secrecy,
but Gov. Pete Wilson vetoed it.
"I wish I could say it would
only take a change in governorship to make things better," said
Krause, who formerly covered
the commission as a reporter.
"It’s not apparent to me that
good commissioners are associ-

ated with either party. What’s
missing is a requirement in
California that there be some
qualifications
for
commissioners."
She said she hasn’t lined up a
new job yet, but feels she’s
probably better-qualified than
anyone Wilson is likely to consider for a current vacancy on
the five-member PUC.
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Vietnamese Student Association on Vietnam Day

SPARTAN DAILY

Navajo Nation to
teach ’peacemaking’
Indian tribe’s highest court convening in
Stanford to educate mainstream lawyers

The most popular and heated debate at Vietnam Day the was,
"Do you agree or disagree that we (Vietnamese) should go back
to Vietnam to do business with communist governments in this
period of time?" This a major issue among the Vietnamese com-

munity. In the foreground are members from SJSU who were
against doing business with Vietnam, From left to right, Phu Lam,
Thanhha Dinh, Duyen Le and Hai Vo, debated the issue with a
team from UC Santa Cruz.

VSA: building community
From page 1

the loss of Vietnam to communist control.
"It’s to remember the loss of our homeland," Nguyen said. Members will gather
to exchange stories and express their feelings about the political and personal losses they’ve experienced.
Huynh, described by fellow club officers
as "devoted, having an indomitable spirit
to succeed" and "a person who cares for
people unconditionally," said that everyone is welcomed to join VSA.

how you treat people." Sharpe referred to
the fact that the Vietnamese language
addresses everyone as sister, brother, or
other forms of respect.
Nguyen said, "It’s kind of peculiar when
you think of it. We (SJSU) have Russian
and Italian classes, and although they are
important globally, we have more than
2,000 Vietnamese students on campus.
The school should be looking at the local
reality of the situation."
On April 29, the club will be hosting an
event to commemorate the anniversary of

PHOTO BY ANDY BARRON

SPARTAN DAILY

Members of the audience, such as Lan
Hoang, from Stanford Law School, were
active participants in the debate, Hoang
expresses his thoughts about the issue.

Plunger-like device not helpful
in saving heart attack victims

Swimming Lessons
This summer at the SJSU
Aquatic Center
For more information call:
(415) 961 -9456

CHICAGO (Al’)
Heart
attack victims treated with a
device resembling a toilet
plunger showed no significant
improvement in survival over
those given standard CPR,
according to a study that contradicts previous findings.
An accompanying editorial in
Wednesday’s edition of The
Journal of the American Medical
Association said the study’s

July 3 through July 20

Ninth Annual

Introduction to
Law School
"An exciting opportunity to get a sneak preview of law school."
1990 paniciparu Harlan Woodring
Considering applying to law school? About to enter law school? Or
do you want to learn more about lawyers and the American legal
system? This three-week program provides an inside look at what
lawyers do and what law school is really like. You’ll learn study and
exam techniques, lawyering skills and substantive law, and receive
information on admissions, careers and law school life.
Day and evening classes available
Enrollment is limited
All classes taught by full-time law faculty
Registration deadline: June 9
Cost including books and materials: $485
For more information call
return this
coupon for a free brochure to:
415/442-6600 or

Introduction to Law Schizo(
Golden Gate Univenity
536 Mission Street
San Francium, CA 94106-2968
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Lurie said Monday he and a
colleague originally were part of
Schwab’s study but withdrew
their names from it in a disagreement over data interpretation.
Still, he said, "The results
may be important because it
may show the device doesn’t
work in all locations," depending on the efficiency of paramedics and other demographic
factors.
Schwab’s article noted Lurie’s
study was conducted in St. Paul,
Minn., where the average interval from the 911 call to paramedics’ arrival was three minutes. The time was 6.4 minutes
in Fresno and four minutes in
San Francisco.
Working with Schwab was Dr.
Michael Callaham, division chief
of emergency medicine at the
University of California Medical
Center in San Francisco. He
agreed the pump may be effective in some situations and not
others and noted he and
Schwab also worked on the St.
Paul study.
"Our results demonstrate the
need for caution" and further
study, the researchers wrote.
Schwab’s study examined 253
Fresno patients 117 of whom
were treated with the pump and
136 who got standard CPR. Of
607 San Francisco patients, 297
were treated with the pump and
310 got standard CPR.
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results argue against using the
plunger technique.
The study, led by Dr. Theresa
M. Schwab of the San Joaquin
Medical Education Program at
Valley Medical Center in Fresno,
Calif., countered findings published last year.
That study, by Dr. Keith Lurie
of the University of Minnesota
Hospital and Clinic, found heart
attack victims treated with the
plunger were almost twice as
likely to survive as those given
standard CPR.
Lurie is a co-inventor of the
Ambu CardioPump, whose manfunded
partially
ufacturer
Schwab’s study.
Dr. Carin M. Olson, contributing editor of JAMA, and Dr.
Drummond Rennie, deputy editor of JAMA, said in the editorial
the pump’s use would entail
more costs, training and baggage. It "should not be adopted
unless it clearly produces clinically important improvement
over standard CPR," they wrote.
The suction device, called the
CardioPump, costs about $200.
It attaches to a patient’s chest
and is pushed, improving blood
and oxygen flow. It weighs 1.4
pounds and has a suction cup
attached to a round, flat handle.
In standard CPR, palms are
Pressed against a person’s
chest and oxygen is blown into
the lungs. Mouth-to-mouth also
is given when the pump is used.
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Our parents think AA4:13
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STANFORD (AP) Stanford
University is hundreds of miles
away from the Navajo Nation,
but the tribe’s highest court is
convening here Tuesday in an
attempt to educate future
lawyers about the tribal legal
system.
The Supreme Court of the
Navajo Nation was to hear arguments in a case over whether
several schools on Indian land
are subject to tribal law. It is the
court’s first session in California
and its fifth at law schools and
conferences throughout the
western United States.
"Here we are, genuine Indian
people. We’re sharing what we
know, our experiences and our
system of justice," said Chief
Robert
Yazzie.
Justice
"Hopefully people who are
going to be lawyers and district
attorneys ... and deal with
Indian courts will be more
informed."
Yazzie and Associate Justice
Raymond D. Austin think the
mainstream judicial system
could learn much from Native
American courts, which combine some of same procedures
found in federal and state courtrooms with Indian traditions.
Especially helpful might be
"peacemaking," a way to settle
disputes without setting foot in
a courtroom, said Austin, also is
a visiting professor at Stanford
University’s law school.
"It’s not expensive. ... There
are no judges, no lawyers, no
rules of evidence, no huge
amounts of paperwork, no
juries just community members deciding disputes where
their loved ones are involved,"
he said. A demonstration of
peacemaking will be held at the
law school next month.
In Tuesday’s session, the
court was to hear arguments in
a case brought by several
schools within the Navajo
Nation. They claim they are privately incorporated under
state law and not subject to
Navajo law in choosing members of their governing boards.
No decision was expected
Tuesday.
Many tribes have their own
tribal courts. The courts are
mostly independent, overseeing
civil and many criminal matters
arising on Native American
lands.
The Navajo Nation, with a
population of about 200,000, is
about the size of West Virginia
and lies within Arizona, Utah
and New Mexico. Its court
system has a bar of more than

300 lawyers who argue cases
before 14 tribal court judges
and the three justices who sit
on the Supreme Court in
Window Rock, Ariz.
Tribal courts, which vary in
size and structure, have many
procedural similarities to those
of U.S. federal and state courts.
But in the Navajo system, decisions are based on the tribe’s
traditional, "customary" law,
Austin said.
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Hopefully people
who are going to be
lawyers and district
attorneys ... and
deal with Indian
courts will be more
informed.
Robert Yazzie
Chief Jusdoe
911
For example, the survivor of a
couple who lived together
would not be able to claim
spousal benefits in tribal court
because the Navajo Nation does
not recognize common-law marriage, even though the state
may, he said.
In such civil cases, the Navajo
court has jurisdiction even if
non-Indians are involved. In
criminal cases, however, tribal
courts have no jurisdiction over
non-Indians.
In addition, cases involving
major felonies generally are not
tried in tribal courts because
they cannot impose sentences
of more than 1 year or fines
exceeded $5,000, Austin said.
Those cases generally are prosecuted in state courts.
Federal courts generally cannot review tribal court cases. In
civil cases, the Navajo Supreme
decision can
be
Court’s
appealed only on jurisdictional grounds; decisions in
criminal cases may be reviewed
only when prisoners appeal
through a writ of habeas corpus.
But the most remarkable feature about the Navajo system is
peacemaking, Austin said. Other
tribes have similar systems of
resolving conflict.
The traditional Navajo practice was suppressed by the federal government in the late 19th
century and went underground.
It was revived in 1982 as part of
the tribal court system as an
alternate to a trial.

FAA institues tougher
training requirements
WASHINGTON (AP)
The
Federal Aviation Administration
Is instituting tougher training
and experience requirements
for airline pilots.
The rules, which take effect in
four months, will require that at
least one pilot of an airplane
have 75 hours of hands-on experience flying that type of aircraft, the FAA said in announcing the rules today.
The experience of pilots has
been a contributing factor in
several accidents, the agency
said.
Anthony Broderick, FAA associate administrator for regulation and certification, said most
airlines already require minimum experience levels. But the
regulations will standardize
those rules and extend them to
carriers that haven’t set their
own minimums, he said.
The rules were worked out in
cooperation with the aviation
Industry, Broderick said. The
FAA estimated the tougher
training requirements would
cost Industry $31 million over
10 years and could prevent as
many as 26 deaths.

Under current rules, pilots
and co-pilots can fly new types
of planes after training and as
few as 15 hours of experience,
depending on the type of airplane.
The rules taking effect in 120
days will cover major airlines.
and by the end of the year will
extend to commuter planes
with 10 seats or more.
Among the other provisions
in the new rules:
Minimum transition training for a new aircraft increases
from 15 hours to 25 hours.
Operating experience on an
aircraft must include hands-on
flying, not just observing someone else doing the flying, and
must include all operating
cycles
takeoff, climb, cruise,
descent and landing.
-After completing transition
training a pilot must accumulate 100 hours of flight experience on the new type of aircraft
within three months.
If a co-pilot has less than
100 hours of experience in an
aircraft type, the pilot must conduct takeoffs and landings during adverse weather.
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We need 100 of the best
college grads by July 4th.
COULD YOU DE ONE OF THEM?
Graduation Day is just around the corner. Get a solid return on the time and money you and others have
invested in your college education by joining the right company.A leader experiencing explosive growth in
specialty memory and customized semiconductor products.Where income grew over 159% in I 994.Where
sales exceeded $406 million.Where your efforts are rewarded with profit sharing and company ownership.
Where? CYPRESS.
We will be holding a Career Invitational in early May at our San Jose, CA headquarters.
But, you must pre-qualify in order to receive an invitation. Send us your resume.We’ll
review your information and let you know if you meet our tough standards.
If you do, after a day of interviewing at the job fair, you just might find yourself
receiving a job offer from Cypress and be invited to join us on our way to the next
century"The Cypress Century".
For some of the following positions an MSEE/MSCS/MBA is preferred. Opportunities exist in locations
including California, Texas, Minnesota, Mississippi, Colorado, and Washington.

Applications Engineers (CA)
CAD Engineers (CA/TX/MS)
Reliability Engineers (CA)
SRAM Design Engineers
(CA/CO)
Device Engineers
(CA/CO/MS/TX)
MIS Engineers (CA)
Process Engineers (TX/MN)
Process Development
Engineers (CA/TX/MN)
Product Marketing
Engineers (CA)

Product Engineers (CA)
Circuit Design Engineers
(CA/CO/MS/WA)
Wafer Fabrication
Engineers (MN/TX)
Technology Development
Engineers (CA)
Quality Assurance
Engineers (CA)
Production Control
Planners (CA)
Financial Analysts (CA)

All employees are granted stock options, receive stock discounts, tuition reimbursement, and comprehensive
medical/dental benefits.
Check us out on the World Wide Web on Career Mosaic: http://www.careermosaic.com/cm/cypress.
Or, e-mail your resume to: cycareer@cypress.com. FAX: 408-943-6859. EOE.
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Education is expanding the
text by Larry Lee
photos by Corey Rich
April 7, Dwayne Hearn, Randall Jimenez, Ray Lou, Nicole
Padellan, Rivka Polatnick and Wiggsy Sivertsen came to
the Spartan Daily newsroom in Dwight Bentel Hall to share
their views on cultural diversity at San Jose State
University. The group’s moderator and devil’s advocate
was Bob Rucker. They gathered in the conference room
adjoining the newsroom at 3 p.m. and continued their discussion until 4.30 p.m.

HEARN: I have a variety of reasons why I was involved in
the original ethnic studies resolution. The primary reason
Is, I’m against all oppression.
The second thing Is, we wanted to focus initially on race
because of a lot of the experiences that students who have
been historically oppressed in this country were experiencing first hand on this campus.
We also felt this would set an example that we could
duplicate in the other issues that need to be discussed as
well. If we could get this passed, it would open up the
door for the restructuring of the entire curriculum system.
Another reason why I was involved in this is I felt San
Jose State lacked a sense of community. That’s why I
strongly supported the original resolution where the primary focus was on race relations, also acknowledging the
importance of other issues.
JIMENEZ: This issue has been on the table at this univer,ity since the mid ’60s. In 1968, Chicanos walked out of the
,partan commencement because they felt there should be
.1 graduation requirement that dealt with Chicano studies
or African-American studies.
It’s something this campus has been looking at since
1964. And we’re still no further in dealing with this issue.
Every time the issue comes up, a whole lot of other things
get stuck on it. But when it comes down to having an ethnic studies, ’Oh, we’ve got to study everything else under
the sun that may also be an issue on this campus.’
As Dwayne stated, this is not discounting those other
issues. But the point is, this requirement, and what the
students tried to put through originally, was an ethnic
studies thing. The course would deal with race relations
on this campus.
There are so many great things in that proposal, things
that I’ve wanted to see happen on this campus, like faculty
in-services. That holds out hopes to me that maybe this
will happen. As an academic, I’d like to see that happen.
But as a person living in a minority community being an
advocate for minority studies and studying race relations
on this campus. I’m afraid as laudable as the goals are
I do not believe they will ever happen.
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I didn’t come back to school to
get a job. My goal in life is to
make a difference in the world.
Dwayne Hearn

Lou: The final proposal addresses the issue of campus
climate and diversity in a broad-based manner. In the estimation of the Curriculum and Research Committee, the
goals that were sought were not accomplishable within
the confines of a formal curricular structure.
What they sought to do then was address this issue
beyond the curriculum as well. That’s why you have the
recommendations, for example, of faculty training, staff
training and a comprehensive means of outcome assessment.
The final report attempts to incorporate all the diverse
voices in this issue, all the diverse perspectives toward
this end of creating a better learning environment of all
our students.

13
The following is a transcript of their round-table conversation which has been edited for length and clarity.
SIVERTSEN: It is evident to me that we are not addressing
this issue effectively in terms of all the curriculum having
to do with ethnic studies, women’s studies, gay and lesbian studies and other areas.
I feel strongly that if we are really going to effectively
attack the process of discrimination. we’ve got to throw
everything in the barrel and be able to look at it so we can
see how it actually is.

ROCKER: I think all of you are still missing the point.
History lessons about racism have never really done a
thing to change people and the way they talk to one another, case in point, the incident on this campus. Let’s figure
out a way to stop hiding behind bureaucracy and paperwork, and let’s figure out a way to get people to talk to
each other.
It’s one thing that your task force has done an excellent
job in trying to figure out what we should do to bring up a
knowledge base of our students and faculty and staff training sessions ...
POIATNICK: It’s also to provide classroom contacts in
which people can interact
about those issues. In the
many reports, surveys or previous studies that we looked
at, students would consistently say, We want to have more
classroom contacts in which
we can interact with students
of other backgrounds." The
thing students felt would help
the most is to have small
group discussions, with students from different backgrounds.

POLATNICK: I agree; the issues
of discrimination and structured inequalities are interconnected, and addressing one is
impossible without addressing
the other.
My hope is this will be happening in many different contexts and in many different
forms.
It’s unfortunate it becomes a
setting of these different issues
against each other, in a sense it
almost becomes a competition
because none of them is
addressed enough.
When there is a proposal to
address one in particular, as
well as its intersection with
others, then it seems like we’re
Ignoring the other issues. But
I’m not averse to having a way
that specifically focuses on
one and then having the others
focused on in other contexts
and in other ways.
PADELLAN: It’s evident, especially after the Admissions and
Records incident with the staff
person calling a student the
"N-word," that this is a problem deeply rooted in society.
We still need to get that population of people who will not
take this class or even consider taking it because they’re the
ones who really need to know
the history of discrimination.
Hopefully, that class will be the
beginning to give them the
tools they need to overcome
these prejudices they have but
won’t acknowledge.
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It’s unfortunate it becomes a
setting of these different
issues against each other...
because none of them is
addressed enough.
Rivka Polatnick
95

SIVERTSEN: I think we’re
missing the boat also. We are
not dealing with the basic
problem. That has to do with
why these people have these
attitudes to begin with.
I know very intimately
about
that
incident
at
Admissions and Records. Very
shortly after that Incident, the
person that was involved
called me up in tears, and said
"I have done something really
terrible." That got rambled
out as if he was totally uncaring, unconcerned, that it was
without provocation.
Until we deal with the core
of what’s going on at hand and
try and open the door to that,
you can put him In an AfricanAmerican studies classroom
now until next century, and it
isn’t going to sink in about
how this Intellectual information translates Into behavior
that is not prejudicial, that Is
not bigoted.

1

RUCKER: Well how do we teach people to communicate? I
don’t see a course being presented at this time to teach a
young person how to effectively say you’re sorry. And isn’t
that important to the communication process as well?
JIMENEZ: You can only be sorry if you know you’re
wrong. One of the problems I have with this campus is we
can have all this debate about people’s lives. We don’t
realize that we’re talking about my family. When I teach an
introduction to Chicano studies course, a lot of Chicanos
come into that classroom, and for the first time they’re
talking to their own families about these issues.
It’s very hard to know what prejudice is, if you don’t
even know you’re prejudiced.
RUCKER: Don’t we do that anyway? That’s what this university has done for years. We’ve broadened it over the
years, but that’s never changed anything about the way
we communicate.
SIVERTSEN: There is no substantial series of courses on
this campus that students are required to take that helps
them really address their personal values about other people. There is no class that says, "I can sit in this class, and
I can say to my teacher, ’You know what? I think I’m really
a racist. I never knew that before, and now I want to stop
that.’ " Prejudice is a psychological problem.
RucKER: Students don’t want to sit in another class do
they?
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It’s evident, especially after the
Admissions and Records incident with the staff person calling a student the "N-word," that
this is a problem deeply rooted
in society.
Nicole Padellan
99
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mind, changing the heart
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Every time the issue comes up,
a whole lot of other things get
stuck on it. But when it comes
down to having an ethnic studies, ’Oh, we’ve got to study
everything else under the sun
that may also be an issue on
this campus.’
Randall Jimenez

ferent from any large organization that expects to serve a
public constituency. We have to know who our customers
are, what are their needs, what are their desires, and why
they’re here.
RUCKER:

Don’t you think they know that?

Lou: I think we can improve that to a considerable
degree. How much classroom time did you have as a graduate student on pedagogy? What are appropriate teaching
styles, for whatever types of learning abilities and differences students have.
RUCKER: It sounds like you’re asking (faculty) to do
everything. Read their minds, immediately diagnose their
situation and then not offend them. Is this possible?
RUCKER:

You’re right. But they don’t want to sit in
math, they don’t want to sit in quantitative business analysis, but they do it because they have to to graduate.
PADELLAN:

But I can show journalism students why they
must take statistics, because it has value in their future.
Show me the value of this course.
RUCKER:

3,000 students graduate from this university
every year and most of them have not taken any course,
or don’t have any knowledge of other ethnic backgrounds,
other sexual orientations and as far as women are concerned ...
PADEUAN:

SivEirrstri: They’re clueless.
PADEUAN: Some of them have very caveman ideas about
women, and they’re making decisions based on ignorance.
This class was not supposed to be the solution to ending
racism. It was the first step. Hopefully, this class will give
them the tools in finding prejudice within themselves. I
know I have prejudices, but just by acknowledging that I
do and being aware of what’s inside yourself, you can
relate better.
RUCKER: I love teaching on this campus, but I get really
nervous when I open my mouth. I’m not quite sure if I am
being politically correct. What are we going to do to help
faculty, because a lot of faculty do this innocently.

Lou: In terms of faculty and staff training, this is no dif-

Lou: A good practitioner in the classroom knows how
to teach to all those students in the classroom.
JIMENEZ: We’re talking about professionals. They’ve gone
to college to learn how to do this. They should be making
an investment on how to teach the next generation.
RUCKER: You’re suggesting that every one of us do this
equally and do this every semester?
POIATNICK: No one expects us to be perfect. The point is,
we’re not taking seriously how deep rooted homophobia
is, how deep rooted racism is.

But who’s going to do that?

SIVERTSEN: The other part of it is we’re not teaching the
sense of community. We’re not teaching that if somebody
puts Rivka down, they have effectively put me down. We
are not teaching the skills to students about how do you
effectively confront these issues without making an enemy
of the person in front of you.

JimEraz: I have three graduates who are working at
Channel 48 and all of them said they didn’t get their job
because they were communications majors, but because
of their knowledge of Mexican American studies in the
community.
RUCKER: Now I would challenge them to go to Illinois
and get the same answer.

HEARN: I’m in agreement
about dealing with the
values that cause discrimination. I’m a graduate
student in communications,
and there’s no class that
addresses those kinds of
issues.
We still looked at this as a
starting point when we put
together this original resolution. This issue still has the
power to ignite fires and tear
up an entire community or
city within a few minutes. We
felt this is one of the fundamental issues that had to be
addressed, acknowledging
that we are all part of the
same human family.

think of this as
the apex of an upside down
triangle. At the bottom is
this course people would
take. Then they move into
the ethnic studies or the
women’s studies classes.
We have the most culturally diverse community that
has ever existed in the history of humankind, and yet we
cannot sit comfortably at
the same table and dine
together as friends and
brothers and sisters.

JIMENEZ: Agreed, but they’re
not going to school in Illinois
either; they’re going to school
in San Jose.
RUCKER:
But if we want
this to be a high-profile university, we can’t prepare our
students just to stay within
wr borders.

JIMENEZ: Excuse me, but
there are 24 million people
:iving in California, that’s the
size of most nations.
ROCKER: But just outside of
California is a place called
the United States.

SIVERTSEN: I

JIMENEZ: IS this university
committed to doing even the
first step? If you want to talk
about getting a college educated Individual where we
learn to deal with each other
as colleagues, because that’s
what college is about, that’s
one thing, and that’s a fouryear program.

66

We have to know who our customers are, what are their needs,
what are their desires and why
they’re here.

POIATNICK: There’s an interesting book out called
"Women’s Studies Graduates the First Generation" that
looks at people who have gone through a women’s study
major. It’s so wonderful to read that book. They say things
like this was the epitome of what a true education is supposed to be.

We have the most culturally
diverse community. . . yet we
cannot sit comfortably at the
same table and dine together as
friends.
Wiggsy Sivertsen
99

RUCKER: Everything you’re saying is fine. But liberal
studies or women’s studies, what about getting a job?

Ray Lou
9!

HEARN: One of the biggest
problems I had with San Jose
State is it’s only teaching people how to get jobs. We’re perpetuating the same values that were introduced to this country during its origins We don’t teach people how to create
businesses, how to create and build communities, how to
create and build human relationships. I have a problem with
the idea of simply teaching people how to get a job. I didn’t
come back to school to get a job. My goal in life is to make a
difference in the world.
RUCKER:

think this course has huge possibilities of
really helping students get better jobs. People in
California know that if you don’t have a diverse work
force, If you don’t commit yourself to a program that
makes it possible for people of different groups to get
along, then it’s not going to work for them

RuxuAN: As an AfricanAmerican studies major, I
hear a lot of "Well, what are
you going to do with that
when you graduate?" I feel
like the women’s studies
majors. I feel like I can do
pretty much anything. I’ve
been taught to think critically,
I’ve been taught writing skills.
There’s a diverse population
out there that needs somebody. We need the engineering majors, we need the business majors because there
are functions for them out in
the world. But they also need
to have the ability to relate to
the people they’re going to be
serving. And that’s the reason
behind ethnic studies.

Are you the norm or the exception?

SIVERTSEN: I

HEARN: That’s just it. I would like to see people being
socialized in a different manner where I’m not simply
socialized to enter In a different form of slavery. I think it’s
more important to me to be able to communicate and recognize the humanist In other people who don’t look like
me than to be able to get a job.
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VIETNAM WAR: A I 00K BACK

Packing
your life
in a
suitcase

I IAN 1,11 Ft,

-- SPARTAN DAILY

Coach Anh-Dao Nguyen cheers for her team during a match against Santa Clara University. Nguyen is one of only a handful of head coaches coaching at the Division I level who were born and raised in Vietnam

Coach recalls her last day in Vietnam and the road that led her to San Jose State
By Jennifer Ferguson
Spartan Daily Stall Writer

As April 1995 marks the 20th
anniversary of South Vietnam’s surrender in the Vietnam War. Anh-Dao
Nguyen, born and raised in Vietnam,
has vivid memories of the day her
family left Saigon.
Nguyen, San Jose State University’s
women’s tennis coach, is one of a
very few Vietnamese-Americans to
become head coach in the NCAA
Division 1 level, said Lawrence Fan,
SJSU’s sports information director.
"I had a pretty happy childhood
with no bad memories until the last
day, when we had to leave our family
and friends," Nguyen said.
"I was only 12 years old when I left,

and at that age you know something’s
going on, but you can’t see things
happening. You just hear the shooting
and the bombs," she said.
With only a few days notice and
only one suitcase each, Nguyen, her
parents and five brothers and sisters
left Vietnam on April 29, 1975. They
were part of the first wave of
Vietnamese refugees who left the wartorn country for refugee camps in the
United States.
"Considering what other people
went through, we were lucky because
the whole family didn’t get separated," she said. "My dad kept us all safe

and he sacrificed a lot to have us
where we are today."
Nyugen’s younger brother, Tho, was
8 years old when his family left
Vietnam. He recalls what it was like
that last day before leaving.
"We were running around like
crazy," he said. "We had to get out so
fast; everything was like a flash."
Upon leaving Vietnam, the family
first traveled to Subic Bay, a military
base in the Philippines where they
stayed at a refugee camp for a few
weeks.
The family then traveled to another
refugee camp in Guam, before ending
up at the military base at Camp
Pendleton in San Diego. Nguyen
described the three months her fami-

ly spent at Camp Pendleton "like
camping."
"We slept on fold-up beds in tents
with wild animals and snakes crawling
around," she said. "We had to take
showers outside, and stand in line for
food.
"As a kid, I really thought it was
fun," Nguyen said, "but for my parents, I’m sure it was devastating
because they didn’t know what was
going to happen."
Next, the family moved to
Albertville, Alabama, where American
families involved with a Church of
Christ sponsored refugee families,
helping them with food, clothing and
housing.
"The people in the church were

great, Nguyen said. "They helped get
us kids started in school and got
tutors for our parents as well. We owe
a lot to the people in Alabama," she
said.
Nyugen said she also owes a lot to
her father, who she calls her hero.
"He gave up everything for his family," Nyugen said. "All his life he was a
high-ranking
colonel
in
the
Vietnamese military, and he was
forced to give up his rank, and leave
the military behind, the only life he
had ever known for keeping his family
safe.
"He’s been able to accomplish a lot
in his life," she said, "and the life he
Sc. VIETNAM, page 9

Retired Montana in the driver’s seat
Football great becomes partner in auto racing team
Joe
MINNEAPOLIS (AP)
Montana didn’t waste time finding a way to spend his retirement.
One week after leaving the
NFL, Montana announced today
that he has become a partner in
the Target-Chip Ganassi Racing
Team.
"It is definitely a pleasure to
be putting one career behind
and getting started in something that’s been in the back of
my mind for a number of years,"
Montana said.
The team is based in
Indianapolis and is sponsored
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by Target discount stores based
In Minneapolis.
Montana said the team, which
features two promising young
drivers, reminds him of the San
Francisco 49ers in his early
days there.
"They’re on the move, they’re
making innovative steps in the
right direction, they’ve got
some great young guys behind
the wheel," Montana said.
Montana, who left football
last Tuesday after 16 years with
San Francisco and Kansas City
and four Super Bowl titles with
the 49ers, first became interested in auto racing when he took
part in a 1984 celebrity race in
Long Beach, Calif.
The Ganassi team is named
for the former IndyCar driver,
who like Montana was raised in
the Pittsburgh area. It features
drivers Bryan Herta, a rising
star, and Jimmy Vasser.
At today’s news conference,
Vasser helped Montana slip into

a bright red fire suit, and Herta
handed Montana one of his racing helmets.
The
helmet
reminded
Montana of a vicious hit he took
from the New York Giants lineman Leonard Marshall in the
1991 NFC championship game.
"I needed this when we
played the Giants in the playoffs. I think I was breathing out
of my ears," Montana said.
Montana is the latest NFL
refugee to turn to auto racing.
Over the winter, Walter
Payton, the NFL’s all-time leading rusher, became a partner in
an IndyCar team. He joined former driver Dale Coyne to form
Payton-Coyne Racing.
Former Washington Redskins
coach Joe Gibbs, who coached
Super Bowl champions in 1982,
’87 and ’91, owns his own team
on the NASCAR circuit.
Montana, also an avid flyer,
said he might like to get behind
the wheel of a race car.
"Maybe someday they’ll let
me slide in behind there, just
for a test," he said.

Gottfried, UCLA assistant,
leaves to coach Murray State

The larger the campus, the more
time off from college and get a real
you/11 learn . like
education: Traveling in Asia. It’s closer than
iu think w hen vou fly Korean Air. From our ten North American
otewa\
take you anywhere in Asia. (And best of all, there’s no
final exam., ( :all your travel agent or Korean Air at 1-800-438-5000.
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University Theatre of 5th and
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MURRAY, Ky. (AP) Mark
Gottfried was Introduced as the
new basketball coach at Murray
State on Tuesday.
He was an assistant at national champion UCLA for seven
years.
Gottfried, 31, succeeds Scott
Edgar, who left Murray State to
coach at Duquesne.
"I believe that I’ve prepared
myself my whole life to be
standing here today," Gottfried
said at a news conference. "I’ve
always felt I’ve wanted to coach
I’ve tried to study the game
from a coach’s perspective
while I played basketball."
an
allwas
Gottfried

Southeastern Conference player
at Alabama.
Murray State went 21-9 last
season and lost to North
Carolina in the first round of the
NCAA Tournament. The Racers
won the Ohio Valley Conference
regular-season and tournament
titles.
"Murray State has been good
for a long time I have
no
Intention of letting that slip,"
Gottfried said. "If I can’t have an
Impact with young people, I
don’t want to coach."
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Angels -Tigers will draw 50,000 fans
ANAHEIM, Calif. (AP) A
record crowd of baseballstarved fans? Or tens of thousands of smart shoppers who
know a bargain when they see
it.
There probably will be both
in large numbers
when the
California Angels and Detroit
Tigers open their season
Wednesday night at Anaheim
Stadium.
Angel officials anticipate a
club record opening-day crowd
of more than 50,000.
At El apiece.
Trying to mend fences with
their paying customers after the
long strike, the Angels are selling tickets for the opener at a

baseball
bargain-basement price of El
each, all going on a reservedseat basis.
As another enticement, the
Angels will give away prizes
throughout the game, including
a new car and a trip for two to
New York City during the team’s
road trip there in June.
Last year, when ticket prices
were cut to half price for the
home opener against Cleveland,
the Angels drew 37,285. The
largest attendance ever at a
California home opener was
45,586 for a game against

Oakland in 1988.
The Angels’ regular prices for
games this season range from
$5 to $13.
The large crowd expected for
the first game of 1995, beginning
the team’s 35th anniversary,
contrasts with the Angels’ sagging ticket sales otherwise.
Season-ticket sales in Anaheim
have fallen for six consecutive
years and have been hovering
under 10,000 for this season, the
team’s lowest in 17 years.
A regular week-night game at
regular prices between the
Angels, who had the worst
record in the AL last season,
and the Tigers, who were 18
games out of the East Division

lead, probably wouldn’t draw
half as many people as expected
for the low-priced opener.
The Angels were 47-68 when
the season ended abruptly, and
the Tigers were 53-62.
Mike Moore (11-10 last season) draws the opening-game
assignment for the Tigers, and
Chuck Finley (10-10) will be on
the mound for the Angels.
Because of the short spring
training, both pitchers can be
expected to yield to relievers at
least by the middle innings.
Sparky
Detroit
manager
Anderson will field a differentlooking team than he had last
season.
The club unloaded the sever-

9

at $1 each

al high-salaried players -Mickey Tettleton, Tony Phillips,
Chad Kreuter, Tim Belcher, Eric
Davis and Bill Gullickson
going to younger players
instead.
Among the newcomers is outfielder Chad Curtis, acquired
from the Angels in exchange for
Phillips.
The Tigers still have some
power-hitting veterans, including Cecil Fielder, Travis Fryman
and Kirk Gibson. Detroit will be
without veteran infielders Alan
Trammell and Lou Whitaker,
both of whom begin the season
on the disabled list.
Anderson, whose 2,134 career
victories places him fourth on

the career managerial list led by
Connie Mack with 3,776, realizes
this is a rebuilding year.
"We’re not contending for a
championship. But we’re getting
ready to contend. I’ll have fun
this year because of these kids,"
he said.
The Angels, who despite their
poor record were just 5 1/2
games back of Texas in baseball’s weakest division, the AL
West, when the season ended
last August, also will depend
heavily on young players,
including 1993 AL Rookie of the
Year Tim Salmon, Jim Edmonds,
J.T. Snow, Eduardo Perez and
Damion Easley.

VIETNAM: Moving on
From page 8
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SJSU tennis coach Anh-Dao Nguyen catches up with one of her former pupils, Clare Baracco, who was
once a SJSU student, but now attends Santa Clara University.

has lead is the kind of life I’d like to lead."
And indeed she has.
Her father, who played both tennis and
soccer competitively in Vietnam for many
years, first started teaching his oldest daughter how to play tennis when she was only
five years old.
"Growing up I practically lived at the tennis club," Nguyen said, "I never played with
dolls, I was a tomboy who loved to play in
the outdoors."
After graduating from Blackford High
School in San Jose, Nguyen took a few years
off to play and teach tennis at Almaden
Valley Athletic Club. There she worked as an
assistant pro for seven years.
"My youngest student ever was two and a
half and he was unbelievably hand-and-eye
coordinated," she said. "It wasn’t like babysitting him. I was able to feed him balls and
he could hit them.
"But not all kids are alike. A lot of clubs
won’t even take you unless you’re like at
least four or five years old," she said.
From there, Nguyen got her first head
coaching job at Santa Clara University in
1989. But her ultimate dream was to become
head tennis coach at her alma mater, SJSU.

NFL’s schedule released;
49ers open in New Orleans
Nobody
NEW YORK (AP)
ever said being an expansion
team would be easy. The
Carolina Panthers will find that
out fast, playing their first two
NFL regular-season games on
the road.
The NFL schedule, released
Tuesday, has Carolina opening
at Atlanta on Sunday, Sept. 3,
and then playing at Buffalo a
week later. Jacksonville, the
other expansion franchise,
opens the season at home in a
new downtown stadium against
Houston and then travels to
Cincinnati in Week Two.
Carolina will play its home
games this season at Clemson
University’s Memorial Stadium
in Clemson, S.C., before moving
in
Stadium
to Carolinas
Charlotte, N.C., for 1996. The
Panthers’ first home game
comes Sunday, Sept. 17, against
the transplanted St. Louis Rams.
The only other teams opening
with two straight road games
are Detroit, which visits
Minnesota
and
Pittsburgh
the
to
returning
before
Silverdome, and Tampa Bay,
opening at Philadelphia and
then playing at Cleveland before
coming home.
Chicago, New
Three teams
play
England and Washington
their first two games at home.
The Bears host Minnesota and
Detroit, the Patriots have
Cleveland and Miami and the
Redskins are at home to Arizona
and Los Angeles.
The Rams, whose move from
Los Angeles was approved earlier this month, open on the road
at Green Bay and then return
football to St. Louis in the season’s second week when they
play New Orleans.
With the Rams gone, LA is
down to a single team. The
Raiders open at home against
AFC champion San Diego on
Sept. 3, then spend the next two
at
road
the
on
weeks

football

.-2111\

Washington and Kansas City
before returning home to play
Philadelphia Sept. 24.
"Monday Night Football,"
starting its 26th season as the
longest prime-time series in the
ABC history, opens with one of
football’s fiercest rivalries as
the Dallas Cowboys play the
New York Giants. The Turner
Sunday
Broadcasting-ESPN
night series begins with Buffalo
at Denver on the previous night.
The Super Bowl champion
San Francisco 49ers open
defense of their title on the
road, playing at New Orleans on
Sept. 3. The Niners return home
the next week to face division
rival Atlanta.
After starting the season on
the road, the Chargers come
home to play Seattle in the season’s second week.

Dallas and Detroit will play
their traditional Thanksgiving
home games. The Cowboys
entertain Kansas City while the
Lions face Minnesota.
The final weekend begins
with three games on Saturday,
Dec. 23 Detroit at Tampa Bay,
San Diego at the New York
Giants and New England at
Indianapolis. The Patriots-Colts
game is at night.
There will be 11 day games
played on Christmas Eve and
the regular season concludes on
Christmas night, with Dallas at
Arizona in the final Monday
night game of the season.
The playoffs begin with the
wild-card round on Saturday
30-31.
Dec.
and Sunday,
Divisional playoffs are scheduled for Jan. 6-7, with the AFC
and NFC championship games
set for Sunday, Jan. 14. The
Super Bowl will be played at
Tempe. Ariz., on Sunday. Jan. 28.

Ilurry! Purchase Tickets By May 15.

See The West
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Discover Amtrak’s
America For S228
One Price.
Unlimited Stopovers.
WEST

Join us In our Music Theatre in
Sunnyvale as we create the
following unprecedented opportunity’
The career spotlight is on Bose’,
the company that’s making its mark
in retail by expanding in exciting
new markets throughout the
country. Just don’t expect our
Music Theatre, our exciting ’store
within a store’ concept, to be like
anything you’ve ever seen You see,
as a member of the Bose team,
you’ll focus on educating our

unique and imaginative ways. You’ll
provide the very best in customer
service from the first question to
the actual transaction

and beyond

CENTRAL

SPRING
FARES
4/1/95-6/15/95

Retail Account Associate

EAST

AR Moos are round trip tares.

Part-Time

Lights, Music, Action,

lust you wig audierce and Me

Bose family of quality products We are looking lor an
energetic. team -oriented and charismatic person to invite
customers intake part in our Music Theatre demonstration.
provide excellence in customer service and demonstrate
the incredible performance of our music systems We offer
a comprehensive raining program in audio technology
Retail experience is preferred, but the ability to present a

show-stopping demonstration is essential

customers demonstrating
incredible product performance in

As a student at SJSU from 1983-88, she
played on the tennis team for three years,
before becoming SJSU’s assistant tennis
coach during her senior year.
She had a spectacular record as a singles
tennis player, with 19 wins and 6 losses in
1986. Overall, Nguyen’s singles record was 55
wins and 27 losses. She won more than twothirds of all her matches.
"Since 1986, no tennis player has won as
many single matches in a session," Fan said.
"We’ve seen a growth in our women’s tennis
program in the three years she’s been here
and our skill levels in players has improved."
As a student, Nguyen also played in the
Northern Californian Tennis Association,
when she was ranked No. 1 in 1983-86.
"Being able to come back to San Jose State
to coach and teach was probably the biggest
accomplishment lever made," Nyugen said,
"and I would be happy doing this here for the
rest of my life."
Nguyen also hopes to revisit her homeland.
"It’s hard to believe that all of a sudden it’s
20 years later and (1) still haven’t gone back,"
Nyugen said, "I want to go home and see
what it’s like now.

resume by May 121h to
lose Corporation, c/o 2311e New Jersey Ave .
San Jose, CA 95124 Fax 1408) 559-5043
An equal opportunity employer.
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Senate committee approves
hunting of mountain lions
Nothing is final until voters say yes; killing
of 2 people last year prompts senate action
SACRAMENTO (AP) Voters
could decide if mountain lions
should be hunted in California,
including in state parks, under a
bill approved Tuesday by a
Senate committee.
The same committee decided
California should remain one of
only two states that do not
allow ferrets as pets.
The cougar hunting bill by
Sen. Tim Leslie, R-Carnelian Bay,
was approved by a 6-2 vote of
the Natural Resources and
Wildlife Committee. It goes to
the Appropriations Committee.
The ferret bill by Sen. Quentin
Kopp. I-San Francisco, received
a 3-6 vote. Kopp asked the committee to consider the bill again
next year.
The committee earlier this
month deadlocked over the
mountain lion bill, which originally would have overturned
Proposition 117, the 1990 initiative that bans sport hunting of
the big cats.
Leslie
and
Sen.
Mike
Thompson, D-St. Helena, who
held a town hall meeting in his

district on the subject, worked
on amendments that would let
the state Fish and Game
Department authorize sport
hunting where lion populations
are a problem, including in state
parks.
The bill, if approved by the
Legislature and governor, would
have to go before voters
because it would modify
Proposition 117.
Runner Barbara Schoener of
Placerville was killed last April
in Auburn State Recreation Area
northeast of Sacramento and
Iris Kenna was killed in
Cuyamaca Rancho State Park
east of San Diego last December.
Before those deaths, no one in
California has been killed by a
mountain lion in more than
80 years.
The number of mountain lion
sightings has increased from 59
in 1991 to more than 300 in
1994, although the department
says many of the latter sightings
cannot be verified.
Under Proposition 117, the
department is allowed to hire

San Jose State
University’s
Division of
Intercollegiate Athletics
salutes its outstanding student-athletes who
demonstrate academic excellence. These 66
student-athletes and five student trainers are San
Jose State University "Scholar-Athlete" award
recipients. San Jose State University "ScholarAthlete" award recipients maintain at least a 3.00
cumulative grade-point average as proud members
of the San Jose State University student population.

professional hunters to kill lions
to protect livestock and
humans. There were 130 such
killings last year.
"I have been equally offended
by the wackos on both sides,"
Thompson said. "... I think these
amendments indicate there are
some moderate responsible
people who want to address
what we believe are legitimate
concerns."
Mark Palmer of the Mountain
Lion Foundation, the sponsor of
Proposition 117, said the bill
was not a compromise.
"The Department of Fish
and Game will still have the
option of allowing trophy
hunting of mountain lions," he
said. "We are not going to go
along with something that
opens it up to the tender mercies of the Department of Fish
and Game."
environmentalist
Other
groups objected to allowing
sports hunting in state parks.
"It’s not the intent of the
bill or the goal or the drive, it
never has been, to make this
a sport hunting bill," Leslie
said. "Through the Fish and
Game process, that (hunting)
could happen, but only in
the context of a management
plan."
Kopp’s ferret bill was backed
by ferret groups, which estimate that 500,000 of the playful
weasel relatives are kept illegally in the state.

Wilson endorses crime bills
Gov.’s support coincides with National Victim Rights Week
6

for child or spousal abuse,
allowing civil commitments of
The fundamental
sexually violent predators
and increasing penalties for
right of every
felons caught with illegal
Californian is the
firearms.
Surrounded in Capital Park
right to live free
by 700 simulated coffins
from fear and not
representing the 700 murder
victims of the 400 inmates on
be a victim of
Mrs. Wilson also
death row
crime.
referred to the murder of timber industry lobbyist Gilbert
Gayle Wilson Murray with a mail bomb
delivered to his office four
wife et Gov. Pete Moon
ft blocks away on Monday.
"Our prayers and condoViolent crime declined 6.7 lences go to Gil Murray and
percent after passage of the his family and to all the victhree-strikes law "because tims in Oklahoma City," she
career criminals got the mes- said, adding that Wilson
sage," she said. "But you are believes the perpetrators of
here because the job is not both bombings "deserve to
die, and not of old age."
done."
"As my husband said,
Wilson’s speech endorsed
bills making murders involv- ’Death is too good for them.
ing carjackings or drive-by May God forgive them, for I do
shootings subject to the death not,’ "she said.
penalty, increasing penalties

SACRAMENTO (AP) Gov.
Pete Wilson marked National
Victim Rights Week on
Tuesday by endorsing another
round of bills to increase
penalties for fatal carjacking,
drive-by shootings and other
violent crimes.
Still
recuperating from
surgery April 14 to remove a
benign nodule from his right
vocal cord, the Republican
governor stood silently on the
Capitol steps while his wife
Gayle told 500 crime victims
and their supporters that last
year’s three-strikes prison
sentencing law was only a
beginning.
"The fundamental right of
every Californian is the right
to live free from fear and not
be a victim of crime," she
said, reading her husband’s
speech. "You demand nothing
less than a criminal justice
system that guarantees common sense and common
decency."

Navy trainers harassed female recruits
16 cadets victims of verbal abuse during 19-week training
courses in internal communications at the center.
which
harassment,
The
occurred in 1993 and 1994,
reopened wounds created by
the 1991 Tailhook convention,
which included drunken aviators groping and assaulting
women at a Las Vegas hotel.
Since then, the Navy has
added sexual harassment hotlines and interaction training
programs in an effort to make
the service more sensitive to
women and gender equality.
"There is always going to be 5
or 10 percent of the population
that just doesn’t get it," NTC
spokesman Lt. Pat Dennison
said Tuesday, "but the word is
getting out that if you do it (sexually harass someone), you are
going to have to pay the consequences."
Of the 11 people originally
named in the NTC investigation,
only one, Joel Hernandez, was
convicted in a court-martial. A
punitive letter will be put in his
file, he will be fined $1,000, and
most significantly, he now has a
federal criminal conviction on
his record.
Nine others had administrative, non-court hearings and
received punishments ranging
from pay dockings to counsel-

SAN DIEGO (AP) After a
seven-month investigation, four
the Naval
instructors at
Training Center have been convicted of sexually harassing
female students, while others
were found guilty of lesser
charges, the Navy said Tuesday.
The announcement brings to
a close an examination into
claims by 16 female cadets who
verbally
were
said
they
harassed during their 19-week

BLOOD
DRIVE
Monday, May 1
Tuesday, May 2 (f’

Athletic Training - Kanoe Graves, Christine Massoni, Dan Migliore,
Andy Nguyen. Kern Plumlee. Baseball - Lance Alvares, Steve Bonomo,
Gene Bower, Mike DesRoches, Geoff Fessenden, Israel Long, David
Schultz, Patrick Walsh, Men’s Basketball - LaRon Campbell -Hall, Brad
McKnight, Brad Quinet. Women’s Basketball - Joi Turner. Women’s
Cross Country - Lorena Alfaro, Leslie Asbury, Theresa Nguyen, Aika
Shepard, Kana Shibuya. Football - Carl Dean, Joe Furlow, Robert
Gregory, Aaron Jones, Pace Linck, Jacob Malae, Javier Ortiz, Carlos
Rivera, Brian Roche, Patrick Walsh, Tony Weak. Men’s Golf - D.J.
Powers, David Searle. Women’s Golf - Cecelia Afzelius-Alm, Vibeke
Stensrud. Men’s Gymnastics - Colin Follenweider. Women’s
Gymnastics - Hawley Almstedt, Barbara Parent, Ann -Marie Taylor, Liz
Tily, Anne Wheaton. Judo - Tammy Hensley, Cynthia Ho, Marko
lwashita, Takanao Kamogari, Erik Miyake, Sumer Nishimura, Liliko
Ogasawara, Nicole Okino, J.D. Phelps, Ilya Ronin, Tammy Tokuhara.
Men’s Soccer - Keith Bateman, Spencer Belideau, Brandon Main.
Softball - Valeri Quintero, Victoria Ruelas. Women’s Swimming Susie Bond, Nicole Gagnon, Shannon Mandel. Niki Proulx, Sharon
Teitsworth. Men’s Tennis - Marcus Bately, Andrew Ngo, Ryan
Sellschop. Women’s Tennis - Nicole Caviglia, Andrea Dean, Heather
Klein. Women’s Volleyball - Tammy Kotnik, Kami Schmedding.

10 AM to 4 PM
Loma Prieta Room,
Student Union
hosted by

Arnold Air Society, Fiji’s & Delta Zeta’s
*** Please bring photo I.D.
Become a Donor Buddy, just bring in a donor who
is new to Stanford Blood Center, and we will thank
each of you with a Donor Buddy T-shirt!
*Prepare to donate by following a low fat healthy diet, being
well rested, and increasing fluid intake.
Cookies and ice cream for all participants.
Thank you for caring! t
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ing and punitive letters.
dropped
were
Charges
against one other person.
All four instructors found
guilty of sexual harassment have
between six and 20 years in the
service. None are still teaching
at the school or anywhere else in
the Navy, Dennison said.
In addition to sexual harassment, charges included indecent language, indecent assault,
maltreatment
fraternization,
and dereliction of duty for
not pursuing complaints of
abuse.
The Navy has declined to discuss the nature of the harassment at the center, which lasted
from January 1993 to September
1994, but most of it is believed
to be verbal in nature.
The probe began in early
September when one of the
alleged victims mentioned to a
senior chief petty officer that
she and another student had
been harassed.
The investigation was complicated by the fact that many of
the 16 victims had moved to
other countries and several had
left the Navy.
The center, which is on the
federal government’s base closure list, is slated to cease operations in mid-1997.

Stanford Blood Center (415) 723-7831

CAFE ANGST BY HOLLEY IRVINE AND HANS BJORDAHL
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Middle East bomber dies in convoy attack; 15 wounded
MARJAYOUN, Lebanon (AP)
- A suicide bomber crashed
his explosives-packed car into
an Israeli army convoy in south
Lebanon Tuesday, wounding 10
Israeli
soldiers
and
five
Lebanese civilians, security
sources said.
The Iranian-backed Hezbollah
claimed responsibility for the
explosion, the first suicide
attack against the Israelis in
south Lebanon this year. It said

tor of the enclave Israel occupies in south Lebanon, is less
than three miles north of the
Israeli border.
The car, an old German-made
Audi, held at least 110 pounds
of explosives, said the security
sources, who spoke on condition of anonymity.
After the explosion, guerrillas
mounted an attack on Bint Jbeil
with mortars and rocketpropelled grenades, the sources

the bomber died.
Israel radio said nine soldiers
were wounded when a bomb
went off near their convoy in
the Lebanese town of Bint Jbeil.
The Lebanese sources said
the blast occurred at the
entrance to a compound used
by the Israeli military to run the
day-to-day affairs of Bint Jbeil’s
predominantly Shiite Muslim
community.
The area, in the western sec-

said.
The targeted Israeli convoy
consisted of three armored personnel carriers, one truck and
four jeeps, the Lebanese
sources said. They said the
wounded Israelis were evacuated by helicopter to Rambam
hospital in Israel’s northern
port city of Haifa.
Hezbollah, in a statement
issued in Beirut, said the suicide
bomber crashed an explosives-

packed car into an Israeli convoy moving into Bint Jbeil for
a routine rotation of troops at
the civil administration compound.
Hezbollah is opposed to the
U.S.-sponsored Middle east
peace negotiations and has
vowed to wreck the process
through stepped up attacks in
south Lebanon, the last active
Arab-Israeli war front.
The Shiite group has been

ClassOed
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for produce or
services advertised below nor Is
there any guarantee Implied. The
classified columns of the Spartan
Daily consist of oak’ advertising
and offerings we not approved or
verified by the newspaper.

VOLUNTEERS
BE A FRIEND!
Caring and friendly volunteers
needed to help individuals
with mental illness become
independent! Flexible hours!
Training and support given.
Gain practical experience for
psychology, social work, OT,
nursing or related fields.
Call Martie or Teresa at
408/526-1288 or 408/261-7777.

MESSAGES
CONGRATS KARENA the new
GOt.’96. Welcome to the foot tam.
Hope you have a blast Lie, Big Foot

ANNOUNCEMENTS
OPEN ADOPTION gave my son
the very best start in life. I CHOSE
his parents & we care deeply
about each other. If you’re pregnant & not sure what to do, call
me. Mary, at nonprofit Center:
406908.8343.
NEW STUDENT DENTAL PLAN:
Exams and x-rays no charge.
SAVE MONEY and your teeth.
Enroll now!
For brochure see AS. Office or
call (800)8553225.
ADOPTION: Were a happily
married couple (preschool teacher/
lawyer) who wishes to adopt a
newborn baby. We will provide a
secure loving home, extended
family, and 2 silly Bassett Hound
dogs who love kids, tool We will
love this child with all our hearts.
If you are considering adoption
please call us, Amy/Ken at 1800-996-9474. Legal/Confidential.

LOST & FOUND
LOST GOLD RING W/ RED STONE
on 4/5, in women’s room in Adm.
bldg. 1st fir. REWARD. 9242440.

SPORTS / THRILLS
100% PURE ADRENALINEI
There is nothing compared to
the exhilaration experienced by
skydiving! Tandem. Accelerated
Freefall, Turbine Aircraft.
SJSU student owned & operated.
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
1.510-634.7575.
HOCKEY FIGHTS ONLY
on 2 hour VHS video.
Sint Quality. Great Gift.
Call 604-585-6016, (7days).

FOR SALE
NEW FUTONS!
Full Set: $119.
Queen Set: $129.
Includes frame & futon. Fabric
choices, with 6 inch thick futon.
The lowest prices in the Bay Area.
Call 928-1951.
1640 Remuda Ln. San Jose, CA.
"How Weather Works, and Why"
Unusual introductory textbook, in
depth, without math, best ever
pupblished about physics of
atmosphere. Compare with silly
television and shallow popular
articles to entertain. Get ready to
make your own local forecasts.
By veteran forecaster, age 80.
Shakeup in weather business now
under way. 8.5x11, 140 pages
Self-published, mail order only, via
Priority, total $22.00. Bob Lynott.
Gadfly Press. 8925 Homewood,
Portland, OR 97225.

COMPUTERS ETC,
FOR SALE
289 DESKTOP PC maxi monrtor. LQ
DM Printer + Wordproc Software.
Guaranteed. $125. oba 241-6610.

Powerful 100% UNIX Comestible
Operating System for your Desk
top PC! Enjoy the true multi-tasking & multi-user operating system.
Full featued UNIX with X-Windows.
TCP/IP, NFS, compilers and all
applications for 386 & higher
PCs. All for a price of DOS.
only $39.95. Tel: 408727-3883.
Fax :408-727-3882.
MAC PLUS W/EXTERNAL H.D.
Computer good M.D. needs
work. Includes some software. $200. obo. 924 3269.

ENTERTAINMENT
ENTERTAINMENT LINE
Sports
Finance / Stocks
Horoscopes
Soap Operas
1-900-656-6000 ext 6735
$2.99 per min. 18+ yrs.
procall co. (602) 954-7420.

OPPORTUNITIES
EUROPE
ASIA
USA
MEXICO
How can one opportunity be the
most explosive in all these
markets? Find out how you can
reap tremendous benefits. Call
Now 800398-8665 24 hour msg.

fighting to dislodge Israeli
troops from their self-styled
"security zone," Which has a
mostly Shiite population of
200,000.
The zone covers 440 square
miles stretching from the
Mediterranean coast to the
foothills of Mount Hermon. It
was carved out in 1985 to shield
Israel’s northern towns from
cross-border attacks.

Phone: 924-3277 FAX:
TELEMARKETERS
Flex his. Hourly +Comm. +Bonus.
Exp preferred, not necessary.
Call 4082484941.
Fax Resume: 2487942.
PT ADM1N FOR LAW FIRM
Light phones and bookkeeping.
Flexible hours, 15-20 hrs/wk.
Computer & people skills a must.
Fax resume to 408-295-6693.

Certain advertisements in
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or addresses for
additional Information.
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods a services.
In addition, readers should
carefully Investigate all firms
offering employment listings
acoupons for discount
vacations or merchandise

DOES YOUR SUMMER JOB SUCK?
Earn $5,700 for the summer &
ennance your resume working
for our 128 year-old company.
Call 287-5021 for more details

REAL ESTATE

WRITING HELP. Professional
editing, rewriting. proofing, gro,
writing. Letters. reports. Lori*, .
essays, theses, articles. etc F)f
more info please call Dave
510-801-9554. VISA/MASTER2 OR/1 BA APT. 571 So. 7th at CARD. FAX. Emergencies 0 K
Reed. Carport, cable. wash/dryer.
$650/ma Oval 6/1.& 84. 268-0439

ROYALE APTS 2 bdrrn./1 bath
Rent starting at $710. a month.
Free cable. Laundry room.
9th & E William St. Call
Tricia or Robert 971-0888.

924-3282

NORMA’S TYPING SERVICE
Fax 1+.1,K1. -t
A’ \

e,1
0111t..11.
(,s" I
r WAIF, TYPI,
C’
rPti.
r/y,

’

g.

INSURANCE
GOV’T FORECLOSED homes from
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
5%. Delinquent Tax, Repo’s, STATE HOUSE APTS
REO*s. Your Area. Toll Free: 508 So. 11th St.
Sc.en,e EAUTO INSURANCE
’ es,s
Free
our spec:arty LoSer pt
EMPLOYMENT
$13.00 PER HOUR TO START!
1-800-898-9778 ext. 11-2236 2 Bdrm/2 Bati - $725-$775/mo.
Campus Insurance Service
spell cr eck and storage APA.
for current listings.
Security type building
Special Student Programs
Sales - Weekends & Evenings.
Turabian and other formats.
RETAIL SALES- Seeking highly
Close to SJSU
Green Thumb Lawn Service
Serving 5.1512 for 20 years
Free basic cable service
motivated, customer service
Resumes, editing, grauhics
’Great Rates for Good Drivers’
Start this Saturday.
oriented individual for FT/F1’ sales
New management
"Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers’ and other services avaiiable.
SHARED HOUSING
408-253-8818.
Well maintained bldg.
Masterson’s Word Processing
& assist mgr. positions at S’vale
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
SHARE 3 BR. 2 1/2 BA. HOUSE. Mgr. 408-295-5256.
& P.A. locations. Experience pre- PROGRAM ASSISTANT. Work wth
"Good Student" "Family Multi-car" Cell Paul cr Virginia 40825i-0449.
$ DRIVERS S
ferred but will train right person. students w/Da.Celays/Behaviorai
W/D. 2 car garage Ref N/S female.
CALL TODAY 2965270
Excellent 2nd job
No pets. $315./mo. 1/4 util. $250.
FASTEST TYPIST IN SAN JOSE!
Competitive salary, benefits & challenges- $7-$10 hr. 3) hrs. Send
FREE QUOTE
Takeout Taxi
Accuracy is my Specialty FriV turn
growth potential. Call Richard. resume to Zonta Services. 4300 Restaurant Food Delivery Service dep.Call 224-6795 or 229-2665.
NO HASSLE
HEALTH/BEAUTY
mound. Resumes, stuidem
NO OBLIGATION
Futon Gallery, 408-748-8488.
Earn $9 to $11/hr. Flex hrs.
Bucknall RI Si, CA 95137 EDE/SA
esprr,c,,ce vvon,o a"
Also open Saturdays 9-2
ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
Own Car, Good DMV & Ins. Req. SHARE LOVELY VICTORIAN HOME
-;
San Jose or Cupertino Area
Unwanted hair removed forever.
on No. 5th St. with 2 males. All
TUTORS NEEDED. EARN $1615
MONEY FOR THE SUMMER?
per hr. We get students to call
Specialist. Confidential.
amenrtes, hot tub. $400. per mo.
If you like having fun & are
CaN 408-389-9400.
Your own probe OF disposabie
Utilities included. Non smoker.
you. Call Jack 227-6685.
operiminded, we are an
WORD PROCESSING
ANY em.’
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
environmental co. with
BACK TO SCHOOL JOBS. Hiring Call 2889444.
247-7488.
today. 5 part time positions
WORD PROCESSING / TYPING. Perfec Paper. ,408, -’171.1:7 5
ARTISTS WANTED:
a career for you.
West San Jose/Cupertino. APA.
For rubber stamp designs.
available. Starting at $10/hour,
(408)492-1209.
Call 408-247-1963 for more info.
RENTAL HOUSING HAVING A BAD HAIR DAY? Term papers Group
up to $250/week. Jobs filled 1st
Say no morel Come to Multicuts Thesis Letters Auoi,cat
SCHOLARSHIPS
SUMMER JOBS & P/T WORK come 1st serve basis. Call
SUMMER CAMP JOBS! Staff Western Staff Services will be 408-249-8446 today!
780 S. 11TH STREET APTS. Beauty Salon. We guarantee the *Resumes *Tape trans: -olio,
NEED MONEY FOR COLLEGE?
needed for Girl Scout resident at the Student Union on
Large 2 bdrm/2 ba. Very clean. Best Haircuts. Styles. Perms and Nursing/Math,,Sc,erice, Eng ace E..epf
Security type bldg. Laundry. Cable. the Best Customer Service in town. Laser printer. Days & even, gs.
camps in Santa Cruz Mtns: Wednesdays from gam-1pm.
BILINGUAL
,
cr
Ample parking. Quiet with good Students & Faculty: Bring 1.0. & 7 days. SUZANNE, 998-1686
International Company
Counselors, Cooks, Maintenance,
Pruneyard: 371/171
‘1.
neighbors. Walk or ride bike to receive a discount on any service.
Arts. Nature. Lifeguards, Llama
expanding in local area.
Sunnyvale: 2464850
looking to fill 3 key positions school. Responsive management. Multicuts is located inside The 1 HATE TO TYPEI
Specialist. Horseback & Vaulting
San Jose Metro: 452-1911.
’ i
36k + potential. Part &full time. We take advance deposits. Multicultural Center. 605 S. 2nd St., If this got your attention, give you’
Instructors. Call 408-287-4170
408-492-1209.
$720 -$770/mo. Call 2889157. corner of Reed. Walk-in Welcome. self a break. Let me do miter yo.,’
for more info.
COCKTAIL SERVER PIT. Fri. Sat.
or call now for appt. 297-7589. Resumes, term pacers & these+.
TRAVEL
& Sun. Alex’s 49er, Stevens Cot.
EARN 91000+ a mo. P.T. selling a NEED YOUR OWN SPACE? If Ask foe Ana. a Professional Stylist APA forma! $;: 00 per double
TEACH DRIVING PART/FULL & Bascom. Apply am’s only.
DO EUROPE
70 minimum.
unique product -not multilevel mar- you’re looking to live on your own. for csor 12 years. English/Spanish. spaced page
time Classroom & in car positions
Pick-up dr :
$2 6 9 ANYTIME!
keting Call Mike at 310281-3780. we have the perfect home for you!
available. 971-7557.
EARN EXTRA MONEY!
_ T2 00.
If you ,e a IliTe fiexte,
50% DISCOUNT!
Studios from $520. Jr. 1 Bdrms
Demonstrate environmental
help
by
Trish.
you
bear the airline’s orii.es.
Timberwood
Cosmetics
Permanent
from
Call
$595.
SORWARE TECHNICAL SUPPORT
products everyone needs, every ENVIRONMENTAL ACTIVIST.
NO HIDDEN CHARGES
AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED
Enhance your natural beauty!
Infolmaging Technologies Inc. (ID). day. Training available. F/T, P/T. Work for environmental justice. Apartments at 408-578-6800
Prates,
Eye
Liner
Ups
Eyebrows.
CHEAP
FARES WORLDWIDE
for
positions
P/T evening
the creators of the new 3D FAX
To schedule interview call
AIRHITCHst 415-834 9192
Expires June 1st. 1995.
articulate and motivated per- WALK TO SJSU. The Sands Apts.
1408i 2565983.
Software which will revolutionize
for
and
Group
Projects.
Res,,r.es.
Levers.
Carport
408.379.3500
460 So. 10th St.
computerized fax communications
sons with opportunity
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow
Manuscnpts, etc. WordPerfect 5.1.
has an immediate requirement for BICYCLE MESSENGER SERVICE; advancement, travel 8, benefits. laundry. 2/bdrm. - $675 mo.
REALLY CrEAP TRAVEL
14’ Laser IL All formats. specializing
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17.
technical personnel with expertise P/T morning & afternoon shifts, Silicon Valley Toxics Coalition. 1/bdon - $500. mo. Manager in
in APA. Spelling, punctuation and
Campbell, CA 95008.
1.-1s
in all or most of the followi ng areas:
apt. 10 or call 293.9840.
Must have own bike. Contact Call 288-7882.1- 4pm. E.O.E.
grammatical
editing. Free c.SC
Programming (C, Base, Pen, & Trevor 288-4100. Inner City Express,
storage. All work guaranteed!
GIVE THE GIFT OF LIFE. Help 2 BDRNL APARTMENT-S750/Mo.
22 W. St. John St. SarUose.
shell scripts. etc.
Worry free. depenclabte., 3rd prompt
Mexico. Hawaii, Ors’ Eiy.
SERVICES
a childless couple become Security type ouilding
Internet, AOL, CompuServe.
Call for Lowest Fares
service. To avoid di,iinniiiment, call
Secure Parking
(raw!, ftp, gopher, veronica. etc TEACHERS Many Opportunities family. Carry a child for an
Everywhere. 311 the
e! Call
RESUMES: Full Service, Afford- now to resciii .
Windows and UNIX operating FT/PT positions for preschools & infertile couple. Excellent Close In
Plus
Great Amer:A, Trac
able, Quick Turnaround. Some PAM 247 2E
systems
school-age day care programs. compensation: $17,000 + Modern Building
408-984 17607
evening/Sat, hours, convenient SaveAdditionall0 Per Referrall
Free Basic Cable service
Networks (Microsoft, Novell, Great job for male or female expenses. 800-308-7367.
meeting places. Call Alexandra.
Laundry Room
TCP/IP, etc.
students. Prefer 6-12 units in
408-269-0822. noon 9pm
Fax modems and applications Child Development, Recreation. ALASKA 9.915112$ EMPLOYMENT! Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
(Winfax. Faxworks, etc.)
Psychology. or Education. Earn thousands this summer in (408) 295-6893.
MEN 8. WOMEN- BARE IT ALLI
Word Processors (MS, Word. Advancement & growth, great canneries, processors. etc.
WordPerfect, AMIPro, etc.)
benefits for fulltime. Many times Male/Female. Room/Board/ LESS THAN $300 FOR RENT PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Flexible hours for qualified we can work around your schedule. Travel often provided! Guide. per person in an enormous 3 bdrm. Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing or
applicants. Please fax your Call Small World Schools Guaranteed success! (919) act. (based on 3 person occupancy). using chemicals. Let us permaWithin biking distance to SJSU nently remove your unwanted hair.
9294398 ext. A1070.
resume to: 1-415-960-0200.
408-257-7320.
or jump on Light Rail.
Back Chest Lip- Bikini Chin Tummy etc. Students & faculty
RESORT JOBS - Earn to $12/hr. + Close and Quiet
$7.00 TO $8.00 PER HOUR
DYNAMIC JEWISH TEACHER
+
Spas
receive 15% discount. First appt.
Hookups
Hotels,
tips.
Theme
parks,
Washer/Dryer
scheduled
increases.
with
wanted for Sunday School.
ploy ;r
1/2 price if made before June 1,
more. Tropical & Mountain destine Air Conditioning
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
Mail resume: 16555 Shannon
Triple
-wide
closets
1995, Hair Today Gone Tomorrow.
tons. Call 1-206-632-0150 ext.
Full-time or Part-time
Rd. Los Gatos, CA 95032.
ACROSS
Fitness Center
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17.
R60412.
ALL SHIFTS AVAILABLE
PREVIOUS PUZ7I F
1 Basketball throw
Campbell . (408) 379-3500.
Billiards / Ping Pong
FULL TRAINING
DAY CAMP JOBSI Staff needed
5 Type of reef
Basketball / Tennis
for summer Girl Scout Day Camp
AA CRUISE SHIPS HIRING! Earn
EXCELLENT BENEFITS
L ,A Z E
C IIN L
10 Leather
WRITING ASSISTANCE any
in San Jose: Counselors, Special
Big 85$ + Free world travel Pools / Spa
Credit Union / Paid Vacations
A
accessory
Indoor Raquetball Court
subject. Why suiter and get poor
(Caribbean. Europe. Hawaii. etc).
Medical/Dental Insurance
Needs, Community Outreach,
NT
14 Actress Albright
OR T
Summer/Permanent. No exper. Large 2 x 2 also available. grades when help is just a call
NS
;
WEEKLY PAY CHECKS!
Arts. & Nature. Call 408-2874170
15 Fragrance
Prices won’t last.
net. Guide (919) 929-4398 ext.
away? Harvard Ph.D. (former
Apply: Mon. - Fri. Ban,- 5pm,
for more info.
AS ALUTit
16 Afncan lily
279-2300
college teacher) assists with
C1070.
Vanguard Security Services
I 0 S
SEANCE
Summerwind Apts.
17 Cain’s brother
research & writing. Tutorial also
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara.
DO YOU LIKE KIDS?
L AB
MA i L
avail. Friendly, caring, confidential.
18 Synthetic fabric
Near 101 at Sal Tomas Expressway.
INSIDE SALES, PART-TIME
Nanny positions available,
A
TL
4
BATH
Peninsula
location.
Convenient
BDRM.
19 Singer Turner
9
BEAUTIFUL
flex
hours,
for
outgoing
telephone
Nights. Weekends, Weekdays.
A
A
Victorian, right across from cam- Dissertation/thesis specialist.
20 Pamphlet
personality for National Ad Co..
Call 255-6213.
TEACHERS/TEACHERS AIDES
pus, ready to lease to fraternity or Samples & references available.
22 Disperse
near SJSU. Beverly 995-5905.
A
Looking for professional individuals
sorority. The backyard can be Chinese Si other langs. spoken.
24 Soothes
COURTESEY GUARDS NEEDED forposdions with infants, toddlers.
DI
used as parking. $2950 per mo. Foreigners welcome! Call today
26 Whodunits
$ EARN EXTRA CASH $
part-time for large apt. complex. preschool & extended day. Great
tt Ft A
A 1.1
S H
for free phone consultation:
+ dep. Call Steve at 279-4548.
Queen
up to $120/week!
Flexible night hours. Please call working environment & oppty. for
A
NA
A
BOLD
for
Daniel.
14151525-0505...ask
27 Arkansas
Become a Sperm Donor.
advancement. Immed. openings
408-279-2311.
A TA L
11 OM AR
ROOM TO ROAM!
mountains
FT 8, PT. ECE + experience pref. Healthy males, 19-34 years old.
A M I.
N
FORE
HENCE
CHECK
space
FREE ALIGNMENT
30 Point -.Ontario
UnN. Students/Grads/Faculty Over 1100 sq. ft. of living
SUBSTITUTES. Small World Call Action Day 867-4515.
Li E 0 S I. -1;Ji
and BRAKE INSPECTION!
32 Nervous
Contact California Cryobank in our huge 2 bedroom condos.
EATER
Schools is hiring students to work
Student Discounts.
415-324-1900, M-F, 8-5pm. Split Master Suites, W/D, A/C.
33 On one’s own
SUMMER CAMP JOBS
as substitute teachers in our 19
& more. Woodland Meadow. BigO-Tires. 2336 El Camino
34 Attracted
preschool and school -age day Scenic New England, NY, PA
Real, Santa Clara.
408441.7800.
38 Anger
care programs. Prefer 642 units area camps seek counselors & CRUISE SHIPS HIRING Earn up
p
Mon Fr: 8 io 5:30. Sat: 9 to4.
39 Witty retort
in Child Development. Recreation, instructors for these activities: to $2.000+/month. World travel.
P
261-4430
42 Physicians org
Psychology. or Education. This Waterski. Sailing. Windsurfing, Seasonal & fuhtime positions. No GATEWAY APTS. 148 E. William
type
bath.
Security
call
bdrm/2
For
info.
St.
2
necessary.
exp
both
male
WSI’s,
Lifeguards.
Tennis,
Art,
43
Plants
seed
for
a
great
posiiton
is
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Local militia abhors Ginger Rogers, dance partner of Fred Astaire,
Oklahoma violence dies at 83; career spanned 65 years
Founder of Alameda County group
wants ’liberty and justice for all’
John Mills
BERKELEY (AP)
is black, a builder, a product of
"ultra-liberal" parents and the
streets of Oakland and a
’ ’under of the Alameda County
! tee Militia.
In the wake of the Oklahoma
City bombing and the focus on
the possible involvement of
militia members, Mills, 51, is
having to do a lot of explaining.
"We definitely abhor violence,
and none of us runs up and
down the hills in fatigues," says
Mills. He helped found the
Alameda County Free Militia
four months ago, he said,
prompted by the fatal government assault on the Branch
Davidian cult in Waco, Texas.
"Ultimately what we want is
liberty and justice for all," says
Mills, who also identifies himself as a gun owner and a member of the National Rifle
Association and the John Birch
Society.
66

be whole thing in
ico was a tragedy
t terms of our civil
erties, maybe
ore of a tragedy
than (the bombing)
in Oklahoma.
Joins Mills
founder of Alameda County Free MWtle
99

"The militia is the most fundamental form of American government," Mills says.
who wears glasses
Mills
and T-shirts advocating such
militia causes as getting the
United States out of the United
Nations says the media have
painted the militia movement as
"a bunch of racists and rightwing kooks" in the wake of the
Oklahoma bombing.
He sees it differently.
"We are all, by law, the militia,
and government has nothing to
do with it. It’s the right of the
people to bear arms, to free
speech and to free assembly,"
he said.
Mills hopes to be part of a
movement in which American
citizens hold regular meetings
to discuss what they perceive
as a federal government that is
too powerful and is too inclined
to accede to foreign influence
the United Nations, for instance.
"The Waco incident really

started me thinking ... that possibly the government Is out of
control or beginning to see
itself as the all-powerful solution to everything, (and) doesn’t mind opening fire on women
and children," he says.
"I don’t believe guns will
solve the problems," he says.
"But if someone burst into my
house on a Sunday at 4 a.m.,
maybe it would be different."
"The whole thing in Waco was
a tragedy in terms of our civil
liberties, maybe more of a
tragedy than (the bombing) in
Oklahoma," Mills says.
The Alameda County Free
Militia brings together monthly
50 to 60 people, most of them
middle-aged white men, "bluecollar workers and laborers,"
Mills says.
During the interview in the
Berkeley militiaman’s apartment, classical music played in
the background, and the telephone rang frequently. Mills
says that he’s been flooded with
calls from reporters seeking stories on the militia movement.
Most, he says, are surprised to
find out who he is and where he
comes from.
"My parents were leftists. I
was a boy running in the streets
of Oakland, and not doing well,"
he says.
As a teenager, he was taken in
by foster parents in Mann
County. They were white and
conservative, he says, and they
gave him the book that changed
his life, one he says "everyone
Barry
read"
should
Goldwater’s "The Conscience of
a Conservative."
Sometimes, he says, he
encounters racism during visits
with militia groups or ultra conservatives, but it doesn’t bother
him.
"Sure, there are a few people
like that," he says, but militia
meetings usually produce wonderful discussions about government excesses, the threat of
United Nations occupation
forces, the possible presence of
foreign troops on U.S. soil.
"There’s a joy in my heart ...
that people feel free and open
enough to hammer out their
concerns," he says. "It’s a good
discussion group and I can
imagine Jefferson having one
like it."
The Oklahoma bombing was
"beyond comprehension" and
abhorrent, he says, and he worries it will distort what he sees
as a grassroots political effort.

LOS ANGELES (AP)
Ginger Rogers, who glided
effortlessly with Fred Astaire
while dancing backwards
in high heels, and won an
Oscar for the 1940 drama
"Kitty Foyle," died Tuesday.
She was 83.
Cause of death was apparently natural causes, said
Riverside County coroner’s
Veronica
spokeswoman
Martinez. Miss Rogers died at
her home in Rancho Mirage
near Palm Springs.
"She was a genuine, I4-karat
gold legend," said actress and
dancer Ann Miller, who at
age 14 starred with Rogers
in the 1937 classic "Stage
Door."
From vaudeville to television, Miss Rogers’ career
spanned 65 years. To a disbelieving studio system she
proved herself a glamorous

,
She was a dear friend for almost 50 years
who delighted millions with her
incredible ability to dance and perform.
former President Ronald

Reagan and wife Nancy
99

blonde who could dance and
sing and act.
"She was a dear friend for
almost 50 years who delighted
millions with her incredible
ability to dance and perform,"
Ronald
President
former
Reagan and wife Nancy said in
a written statement.
Rogers became one of
highest-paid
Hollywood’s
female stars in the 1940s,
appearing in hits such as "The
Major and the Minor," "Lady
in the Dark" and "Weekend
at the Waldorf."

But it was her dancing, celluloid partnership with Astaire
that made Rogers a legend.
Together, they swept through
string
of
glittering
a
Depression-era musicals that
Americans
forget
helped
the emptiness of their wallets
and the grumbling in their
stomachs.
Astaire was the one in top
hat and tails. She was the one
in feathered, sequined gowns
that trailed across polished
floors. She made it look easy,
but it was she who danced

backwards in high heels, no
matching Astaire step
less
for step.
Their most notable pairing
was in "Top Hat," a 1935
Irving
featuring
musical
Berlin’s score. The dance
numbers, complete with feathers and arcing kicks that
sent Rogers’ hem skyward,
Included "Cheek to Cheek"
and "Top Hat, White Tie
and Tails."
Miss Rogers would later
attribute her partnership with
Astaire to pure happenstance. "It wasn’t planned,"
she once said. "I thought
it turned out to be magic."
Astaire died in 1987.
It was during Broadway
rehearsals for "Girl Crazy,"
a 1930 Gershwin musical,
that she first stepped out
with Astaire.
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We can’t tell you what
direction to take, but we can
sure help you get there.

Fund raiser canceled
because of security fears
A
SANTA ANA, Calif. (AP)
dinner planned by a Vietnamese
American group to raise money
for a war memorial has been
postponed because of security
fears, organizers said Tuesday.
The organization Beyond 20,
which has so far raised $60,000
for the Vietnam Monument to
Westminster
in
Freedom
Memorial Park, was advised by
the Fill to call off the event, said
Tony Lam, a Westminster city
councilman and supporter.
The Friday night guest list at
a local hotel included former
President Ford.
Beyond 20, a multicultural
Orange
in
rooted
group

Correction:
In a story Tuesday
about the editor of
Ms. Magazine, the
Lakota Indian Tribe
was mistakenly
referred to as the
Laotian Indian
Tribe.
L

County’s "Little Saigon" was
formed last month to commemorate 20 years of Vietnamese
life in this country and to look
to the future.
Trang Nguyen, one of the
founders, decided to delay the
dinner until late summer, said
spokesman Joe Byers.
"They advised her to postpone the dinner event because
of all the terrorist threats all
over," following the Oklahoma
City bombing, Byers said.
A bomb threat to the federal
building In Santa Ana last week
prompted the warning, Byers
told The Orange County
Register.
The organizers hope to raise
$1 million, hold a design contest, and build a memorial to
soldiers and civilians killed in
the Vietnam War. The 160,000
people in and around Little
Saigon make up the biggest
Vietnamese community outside
Southeast Asia.
Some immigrants, however,
have objected to an upbeat
event so close to April 30, the
20th anniversary of communist
victory over South Vietnam.

Whichever direction you decide to
S400 Cash Back or when you buy or lease a new 1994, 1995
take, we can help you get there in style,
or 1996 Ford or Mercury car, minivan or
a Special A.PR:
with a brand new Ford or Mercury.
light truck. So graduate to a great deal.
If you’re a graduating senior, or a graduate student,
See your Ford or Lincoln-Mercury dealer or
you can get $400 Cash Back or a Special APR.call 1-800-321-1536 for details.
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PRESCRIPTION
SYMPTOMS:

Rx

STRESS, LACK OF SLEEP,
DAYDREAMING, TEMPTATION TO
DITCH CLASS AND HIT THE BEACH,
DESIRE TO SCREAM FOR NO APPARENT

REASON.

DIAGNOSIS:
TREATMENT:
N

f

SPRING FEVER!!!
SMYTHE PONTIAC’S ULTIMATE
STUDY BREAK!!
HIT THE ART QUAD APRIL 26 FROM
10:00 TO 4:00 FOR FREE FOOD,

STRESS-BUSTING GAMES, AND
FABULOUS PRIZES!! CHECK OUT THE
HOTTEST CARS OF ’95, DUNK YOUR
FAVORITE (?) PROFESSOR, AND MEET
THE KOME DJ’S!! IT’S THE ONLY WAY
TO RELIEVE YOUR FEVER!!

PRESCRIBED BY:

SMYTHE PONTIAC
KALEIDOSCOPE MARKETING

REDEEM THIS COUPON AT THE ART QUAD FOR AN
EXTRA CHANCE TO WIN THE GRAND PRIZE...
A TRIP FOR TWO TO MEXICO!!
COURTESY OF SMYTHE PONTIAC.
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SMYTHE PONTIAC’S ULTIMATE
STUDY BREAK!!
HIT THE ART QUAD APRIL 26 FROM
1 0:00 TO 4:00 FOR FREE FOOD,
STRESS-BUSTING GAMES, AND
FABULOUS PRIZES!! CHECK OUT THE
HOTTEST CARS OF ’95, DUNK YOUR
FAVORITE (?) PROFESSOR, AND MEET
THE KOME DJ’S!! IT’S THE ONLY WAY
TO RELIEVE YOUR FEVER!!
SMYTHE PONTIAC
KALEIDOSCOPE MARKETING

REDEEM THIS COLTPON AT THE ART QUAD FOR AN
EXTRA CHANCE TO WIN THE GRAND PRIZE...
A TRIP FOR TWO TO MEXICO!!
COURTESY OF SMYTHE PONTIAC.

